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ÂBSTR^Tc
Solutioîas of the First How Transition Metal 
salts of some strong acids ( perchloratess, trifluoro^ 
acetates and tetrafluorohorates ) have heen prepared 
In non-a^neons solvents vl%o etherp hexiaene and 
nitro’methaneo Two methods of preparation have “been 
©mpïoyedo
3.0 Dehydration of the hydrates»
Hydrated salts ©f the above acids were prepared 
by adding excess transition metal oxidep hydroxide 
or carbonate to an aqueous solution of the strong 
acido Reerystallisation was carried out to ensure 
purityo
Dehydration has been attempted by thermal 
decomposition using a thermogravimetric balanceo 
In many eases^ water was completely removed but 
some decomposition of the anhydrous strong acid 
salt accompanied the dehydration» llie decomposition 
products Bo go fluorides and chlorides were insoluble 
In the organic eo3,ventfô'Used and solutions could 
b© prepared from the mixtures produced after the 
dehydration stage»
Removal of water using 2^2 dimethoxypr©pane 
has also been attemptedo Bxceea of the reagent 
was added to the hydrate and the mixture stirred 
for varying periods of time» The reaction proceeded 
aocoz’^ding to the equation
CHsCCOGHs )aCH3 + H«0 =  9 GH3OH + (0 5 3 )2 0 0  . 
.Anhydrous compounds again gave solutions although 
some doubt exists? due to the decomposition 
products of the dimethoxypropane? as to the exact 
nature of the solvent systemo 
2o Metathesiso
The anhydrous silver salt of the Bt3?ong acid 
was dissolved in the organic solvent and excess 
anhydrous metal halide or metal added» After some 
time? ranging from one week to two months? the 
silvex* halide ©x’ allver metal was completely 
precipitated producing a solution of the transition 
metal salto
For the dipositiv© metals? tw© distinct species 
have been identified in solution corresponding * 
to the formulae M(G1)x  ^and ItDCa? where X is the 
strong acid anion» In the tripos’itive sériés? 
the evidence points to the formula onlyo
Solutions prepared from the dehydration reactions 
were similar to those obtained for the or MX3 
types»Metals studied were sine (ll)? copper (ll)? 
titanium (ill)? vanadium (ill)? chromium (ill)? 
iron (11)9 iron (ill)? nickel (ll) and cobalt (ll)o 
The solutions have been examined by means of 
ultra-violet and near infra-red spectroscopy? 
magnetic and conductivity measurements and by 
analysiso Solid trifluoroaeetates? both in ’ chioro-’ 
and ’ bis ’ form® have been obtained in the divalent 
series» Only the ’ tris  ^compound could be isolated 
from the trivalent metal solutions^ These solids 
resulted from the î?emoval of solvent from nitro- 
methane solution and were studied by similar 
methods to those used for solutions» Attempts to 
prepare the anhydrous compound from perchlorate 
and tetrafluoroborate solutions always resulted 
in considerable decomposition in the latter stages 
of solvent removal»
The results have established that the compound® 
formed in solution are weak-field? octahedral 
complexes in which the solvent occupies at least
tw© ©f the coordination positions roimd the 
central metal atom and in which there is 
©onsidarahl© anion-cation interaction^
Some attempts have been made to prepare solid, 
strong acid sal te of some G-roup VA trivalent 
elements by metathesis involving the anhydrous 
silver salt and the halide as before- 
Quantitative precipitation of silver halide 
resulted? but in some cases the solid compound 
could not be isolated in a pure stateo
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1.
ABSTRACTo
Soliitiona ©f the First Row Transition Metal 
salts of some strong acids ( perchlorates? trlfluoz^ o^  
acetates and tetraflnoroborates ) have been prepared 
in non-aqneous solvents viz» ether? ‘benzene and 
nitromethaneo Two methods of preparation have been 
employe do
lo Dehydration of the hydrates»
Hydrated salts of the above acids were prepared 
by adding excess transition metal oxide? hydroxide 
or carbonate to an aqueous solution of the strong 
acido Reerystallisation was carried out to ensure 
purity»
Dehydration has been attempted by thermal 
decomposition using a thermogravimetric balance»
In many cases? water was completely removed but 
some decomposition of the anhydrous strong aeid 
salt accompanied the dehydration» The decomposition 
p7?oducts e» go fluorides and chlorides were insoluble 
the organic solvents-used and solutions could 
prepared from the mixtures produced after the 
dehydration stage»
1 1 .
Removal ©f water iising 2^2 d.lmethoxypropa:ae 
Sias also been attempted» Excess of the 3?eagent 
was added to the hydrate and the mixture stirred 
for varying periods of time» The reaction proceeded 
according to the equation s-
CHsCCOOHa )aCîïg + HaO = S CH3OH + (G E 3)g G 0 . 
Aniiydrous compoimds again gave solutions although 
some doubt exists? due to the decomposition 
products of the dimethoxypropane? as to the exact 
nature of the solvent systemo 
So MetathesiSo
The anhydrous silver salt of the strong acid 
was dissolved in the organic solvent and excess 
anhydrous metal halide or metal added» After some 
time? ranging from one week to two months? the 
silver halide or silver metal was completely 
precipitated producing a solution of the transition 
metal ©alto
For the dipositive metals? two distinct species 
have been Identified in solution corresponding ' 
to the formulae M(G1)X. and MXa? where X is the 
strong aeid anion» In the tripoéitive series? 
the evidence points to the formula MXs only»
Hi.
Solutions prepared from the dehydration reactions 
were similar to those obtained for the or M}rs 
types.Metals studied were s- sine (ll)? copper (ll)? 
titanium (ill)? vanadium (ill)? chromium (ill)? 
iron (ll)? iron (ill)? nickel (ll) and cobalt (ll)» 
The solutions have been examined by means of 
ultra-violet and near infra-red spectroscopy? 
magnetic and conductivity measurements and by 
analysis» Solid trifluoroaoetates? both in ’ chioro-^ 
and ’ bis  ^forms have been obtained in the divalent 
serieso Only the * trie  ^compound could be isolated 
from the trivalent metal solutions» Tiiese solids 
resulted from the removal of solvent from nitro- 
methane solution and were studied by similar 
methods to those used for solutions» Attempts to 
prepare the anhydrous compoujid from perchlorate 
and tetz’afluoroborate solution® always resulted 
in considerable decomposition in the latter stages 
of solvent removal»
The results have established that the compounds 
formed in solution are weak-field? octahedral 
complexes in which the solvent occupies at least
i v .
$W0 of the @o@rdinatton positions ponnd the 
oontpal metel atom and in whloh there is 
ooneiderahle anion-cation interaction»
Some attempte have heen made to prepare solid, 
strong acid salts of some Sroup VA trivalent 
elements hy metathesis involving the anhydrous 
silver salt and the halide as before.
Quantitative precipitation of silver halide 
resulted, hut in some cases the solid compound 
could not he isolated in a pure state.
ÏNTRCpüCïTIûF 
Ncn-aqueous aolventu have beer; u^ed ae media 
for Inorgaaie reactions for many year®, lo war rr 
until the turn of the century^ however. that a 
eystematio Investigation of their uses was cazTled 
out by Franklin and Elraue ( 1 ) In ihrerrleïi and Walden 
(2) ill Ruseiao Even after this,, inorganic c hernia ta 
were slow to make use of auch solvents and work In 
this field was considered rather ^exotic % In the 
past twenty-five years there has been a remaj-kable 
Increase in the interest shewn in nom-acmeous solvent;: 
as demonstrated by the conaiderable increase in the 
number of publicationo devoted to the siibjeeto
It is generally accepted that water occupies a 
special place as a solvent in its ability to dissolve 
83x6stance8 of a wide variety of typesj structures and 
compos it ion. 8^  Its availability s physical properties 
(including liquid range) and solvating properTiec 
have 0au80cl much attention to be devoted to the 
’^universal solvent b- Early theories on chemical and 
physical behaviour In solution were restricted to 
aqueous media and rhia undoubtedly encouraged its 
continued use for most inorganic reactiona..
8:lnc2 0 the work of Franklin;, Kraus and Walden up 
to the present dayy it has heeome inopeasingly 
apparent that? although wate.r is an excellent solventg. 
it is not; irniqueo The Ineresisixxg Interest in non- 
aqueous solvents has resulted in their application to 
a wide variety of problems e»go the study of solutions 
of compoimds which are readily hydrolysed by watero 
the preparation of metal complexes with organic ligand;:-; 
which are Insoluble in water and in numerous Inorganic 
syntheseso
While early work in non-^aqiieouB solvents was 
mostly restricted to inorganic liquids such as liquid 
sulphur dioxide? liquid ammonia and Bulpîxuxvlc aol dp 
the chemical properties of these solvents made thm. 
somewhat undesirable in view of the experimental 
cliffleultlee accompanying their use» The emphasi® 
shifted? therefore? to organic ©cslvents such as 
alcohols? ether and amines? and? although toxicity 
remained something of a problem? they were? in 
general? more easy to haxidle^
ClasBificat?Lon of solvents is a difficult task 
since the vast multiplicity of solvent properties 
makes a division? which would 'be satiBfaat05?y to all 
chem i 81; o ? a Imo s t 1 mp o b b lb 1 e »
Oü
Several attempts have been made to group solvent,%c 
One such clasBlfloatIon places solvents in four 
classes as follows « -
lo ,Ax^ Idle., sol vente havln.g a strong tendency to donate 
a px^oton to a proton acceptOFo Examples a??e sulphuric 
trifluo3?Dacetic acide and hydrogen flu.orideo 
2o which will z'eadily accept a pro ton»
In this groi3.p fall solvent3 which contain an electron 
pair available for donation? e» go aliphatic amiUieso 
ethers? thioetherso Aromatic compoz.inds may be 
included here? acting as donors through their w 
electrons<, Many basic solvents act as co«-ordmating 
agents to metal ionso
oo Amphiprotlc BoIve.nts act either? as acidic or basic; 
BolvaratB depending on the nature of the solute dis- 
Bolvedo Wate?? and the lower alcohols fall into thin 
class»
4  ^ AprgtH Gql_yats behave neither as acidic nor 
basic solvents? acting gene5?ally as inert reaction 
media? 0»g« halogenated hydrocarbonso
It would be erroneous to ass'mne that this 
clasBification covers all cases or indeed that one 
solvent would fall into the same class regardless 
of the reaction Involvedo
4-0
Since the inorganic chemiet is often concerned 
with ions in solution? solvent-1on interaction is 
important in class if yixig a solvent» Division Into 
polar and non-polar types? with the arbitrary lines 
around a dielectric constant of 25-80? 1$ a common 
groupingo This is based on a purely electrostatic 
considération which is an important, hut not thé 
sole? factor» Thus? on the basis of solvent-solute 
interaction? it is possible to arrange solvents into 
the following four groups
1" gSlae_Æl&&teimjtoega« These are the most
efficient aoXvents^comhinixxg high dielectric constant 
with the ability to solvateo Exaaples are water? 
acetonitrlîep nitromethaneo
While these solvents 
have comparatively low dielectric constants ? they are 
capable of dissolving many inorganic substances .due 
to their ability to form complexes with the metal ion» 
This is achieved by either if or a bonding» Pyridine? 
benzene? aniline and ether belong to this group»
Do
So Polar npn-donorBo These possess high dielectric; 
constants yet are very weak electron donors? in many 
instances acting as electron aooeptarso The metal ion 
is largely unsolvated in such liquida since the 
solvent has no co-ordinating propertieSo These 
solvents are acidic e» go formic acid? and neutral 
e»go nitrobenzene»
4c Hgn-p olar non-donor s» This group includes many
solvents of low dielectric constant and many which do 
not fall into the first three categories? e»go chloro­
form? carbon tetrachloride»
The selection of an appropriate solvent is 
governed by whether the interest of the investigator 
lies in the solvent properties of a particular liquid 
or in a chemical reaction .for which the most suitable 
solvent must be found» The solubility of a sal t in a 
given solvent is governed by the extent to vhieh the 
total solvation energy of the ions outweighs the work 
done in breaking the ionic lattice» For many years 
it was considered that a high dielectric constant was 
a necessary property of a good solvento The electro- 
static interaction of the ions will be greatly reduced 
by a highly polar solvento
6o
Ob the hasia of px^esent-day knowledge? it is 
realised that this is only one aspect of the prohleni» 
Many solvents v/ith low dielectric constant are known 
to be good solvents for inorganic s^lts» Remarkable 
solvent properties are shown by liquids which contain 
atoms having an mi shared pair of electronso Thus 
ethers? ketones and amines are good solvents while 
saturated hydrocarbons show no comparable solvent 
propertleso It is therefore reasonable to infer that
the possession of lone pairs of electrons is an 
important factor» The ideal requirements for a salt 
to be soluble in ethers? ketones or amines? are:-
(i) a very mm all cation (of high polarising power) 
and/ox"" (ii) a low lattice energy^ which is evident In 
salts with large anionBo Thus sodium iodide? lithim^i 
perchlorate and tetrafluoroborate dissolve in organic 
solvent80
It has been shown that many silver salts are 
soluble in unsaturated or aromatic hydrocarbons (s? 4) 
and these solvents possess w bonding systems e»g» 
silver tetrafluoroborate is soluble in benzene and 
toluene (5)0
The corresponding sodiiM and potassium salts are 
insoluble in these solvents although they have similar 
ionic radii (Ag"^  loOA? 0» 98A? 1» SSA)» Thus
the solubility of the silver salt muet be mo3?e complex 
than a mere polarising effect»
That 7T electrons can be used in bonding is 
adequately established by the numbers of this type 
of complex known» Silver and the first-row 
transition metals studied in this project all possess 
d orbitals which are filled or partially oceupiedo 
Although the sodium and potassium salts have vacant 
d orbitals? these are of unsuitable energy for 
bonding» Thus the solubility of silver and 
transition metal salts in aromatic solvents can be 
attributed? in part? to the possession of d electronSo
Silver Salta of Strong Acids
X-ray and infra-red studies of silver perchlorate 
(6) have shown that the compound la ionic in the solid 
©tateo From conductivity and molecular weight 
measurementa in benzene (s) it has been concluded 
that the salt is monomeric at low coneentrationso 
As the concentration increases? polymerisation takes 
place to some extent» The conductivity of these 
solutions indicates that aggregation of ion-pairs occurs 
as the solution increases in strength» It is always 
conceivable? however? that there may be covalent bond 
formation between the silver ion and an oxygen atom 
of the perchlorate group ? especially at high 
concentrâtionso Covalent bonds can also be formed 
with the oxygen atom of the carboxyl group of 
perfluoroearboxylic acids such as triflxioroacetie 
acid»
Tlx G silver salts of complex fluoroaeids have 
been shown to be ionic by X-ray and infra-red studlea 
(4)0 Thus silver tetrafluoroborate is isomorphous
with the potassium salt and has an identical infra­
red spectnxBSo In order to consider silvex" tetra­
fluoroborate as a covalent compound? it would be 
necessary to propose that bond formation involves 
either bivalent fluorine or bond formation between
9o
th© silver ion and the central atom of the aniono 
Bharpe (?) ? however? has pointed out that the unlmowii 
acid? cannot be formulated without postulating
quinquevalent boron or bivalent fluorine» Neither 
of these possibilities is likely since the boron does 
not contain d levels of a suitable energy» The 
maximum co-ordination numb ex» of the boron is therefore 
four» Fluorine does not normally form a covalent 
link betwen two atoms except in condensed anions (?)o 
The failure of hydrogen fluoride and boron trifluoride 
to combine in equlmolecular proportions is therefore 
underatandableo It is reasonable to suppose that 
combination will only occur when an electron donor? 
which will solvate the proton» Is present e»g« ammonia 
to give MJit BFdî- ? benzene to give OeHf BF%o
Information on the trifluoroacetateB is not so 
complete but it is evident? from X-ray powder photo­
graphs? that the silver and potassium salts are 
markedly diff©rente- A complete structural determin­
ation has been carried out on silver heptafluorobiîty- 
rate (8)» This shows that the compound exists as a 
dimer? each silver atom being part of a chelate ring»
JkVo
0
0
Silver Heptafluorobutyrate
It is quite possible that suoh a structure is 
present in silver trifluoroacetate? hut most unlikely 
in' the potassium salt? since the latter ion is unable 
to utilise suitable orbitals» The infra-red
spectrum of silver trifluoroacetate lends weight 
to the suggestion that the salt is covalent since 
it is very similar to that of silver heptafluoro- 
hutyrate and notleeably different from that of 
potassium trifluoroacetate (4)»
In considering the perchlorate end tetrafluoro- 
horate as ionic? it is necessary to assume that 
bonding in aromatio hydrocarbon solutions involves 
the silver ion and the aromatic system» The 
nature of such a complex has been discussed by 
Mulliken (9)» This treatment coneidere the donation 
of ir electrons from the aromatic system to vacant 
orbitals on the metal ion» Structurally? the possible 
positions of the silver ion are:-
1 1  o
(i) above the centre of the benzene ring?
(ii) above one bond in the ring?
(ill) above one corner of the ringo
A s^andwich'' structure of the silver ion between 
two benzene rings was disregarded although this type 
of structure is now well established»
Mulliken? considering symmetry conditions? 
excludes the centresjmmetric model (i) on the grounds 
that such an interaction would involve considerable 
electronic excitation» Similar reasoning? together 
with geometrical problems, have caused structure 
(ill) to be discarded» The model favoured by
Mulliken is thus the form in which the silver ion is
above one of the C-C bonds» X-ray crystal 
structural determinations of the AgGlO^ . » GqH© complex 
published in two papers (lO? ll) hEive supported this 
theory» The conclusions reached by these authors 
are that the silver ion is situated above one of the 
G-G bonds but slightly to one side, and that the 
benzene ring is distorted» The 0-C bond associateci
o
with the silver ion 1b reduced in length from 1»45A
o
to lo 86Ac Each benzene ring is bonded to two silver
atoms and each silver atom to two benzene rings»
1 2
The Raman spectra of benzene solutions of silver 
perchlca^ate have been studied (l2)o It was
bserved that for the totally symmetrical C-C 
vi'bï*ati©n a frequency shift of was obtained»
This 1b smaller than the shift recorded for the 
corresponding define eomplexea 60-70cm ‘ ) and
acetylene complexes lOOem^^)» It may he deduced 
therefore that the influence of the silver ion Is 
directed towards more than on© double bond» It is 
unfortunate that mmiy of the anhydrous silver salts 
of strong acids are not sufficiently soluble in 
aromatic hydrocarbons to give reliable Raman spectra» 
The Mulliken concept of the bonding in the 
AgGlO^ , GaH© complex does not take into account the 
bond energy» It is to be expected that this wmld 
be fairly small? in common with other similar types 
of charge-transfer complex» The bond energy in the 
iodine-benzene complex ie given as ^  Sk» eale» (iS)» 
Rundle and Smith (lO) estimate the bond energy of the 
silver-benzene ooaiplex as 15»? ko oalso while 
Til de 8 ley and Sharpe (l5) give a value of 50 k» oalSo
o
The predicted charge transfer band at 2800A (l6) 
for the complex has not been observed since there is 
100% absorption for the aromatic hydrocarbon in that 
region (l7)»
IS»
8 ter le factors appear to pla^ r no important role 
in sixch complexes» Mulliken (9) has tried to relate 
the stability of the 1:1 complexes formed between 
substituted aromatic hydrocarbons e»g» benzene? 
mesltylen© and the xylenes? and silver ions in 
aqueous solution» He concludes that steric hindrance 
of the methyl group is an important factor in the 
stability of these complexés» This has been con­
tradicted by Tildesley and Sharpe (l8) who demonstrated 
the solubility of silver heptafluorobutyrate in 
8olutlonE3 of dur en e and hexamethyl-benzene in 
cyclohexane, and by Sharp (4) who showed that silver 
hexafluorophoephate was soluble in mesitylene» It 
ie obvious that steric hindrance is very large in such
cases thus some other factor must- be considered in the
bonding»
From the evidence of Andrews and Keefer (19)? 
it would appear that the 1:1 Bllver-benzene complexes 
are fairly stable» The high bond strength may be 
explained in terms of back-bonding from the metal ion 
to the benzene ring? donation oecuz^ring between d 
orbitals on the silver ion to the antibonding
orbitals of the benzene molecule»
14=
y"
A
4
woiiM allow a symmetrical model for the 
oomplex since excited orhitals can now he involved 
in w hoBd donationo Snch "back donation was postula tec 
by CMtt (so) to account for the formation of 
platinum - olefine complexes when trimethylborane - 
define complexes do not form^
The 6 s orbital on the silver ion is capable of 
accepting electrons from the vr'^ orbitals of the 'benzene 
and the metal can donate electrons from the filled 
4 d level into the rr orbitals of the henaene ringo 
This would explain the insolubility of sodium and 
potassium perchlorate and lithium tetrafluoroborate 
In aromatic hydrocarbons» Ob the other handy It 
could account for the solubility of first-row 
transition metal perchlorates and tetraflxioroberates
1 5 o
in aromatic solvents y since these ions also have 
d orbitalBc
The bonding in ether and nitïDmethane solutiona 
appears much lees complicated to undex^ staxido 
Donation of the lone pair of electrons on the oxygen 
atom to the metal would form an approximately covalent 
link and thus stabilise the complexeso
Sharp (4 ) used solutions of ailver tetrafluoro- 
borate in aromatic hydroearhons in attempts to prepare 
tetrafluoi'»o'borates of other metalSo When the silver 
solution was shaken with copper powder, silver was 
displaced from solution» By this means, a solution 
of cuprous tetrafluorohorate was obtained» Using 
similar reactions, cuprous fluorosulphate, hexafluoro- 
phosphate, -arsenate, -niobate and -tantalate were 
pregwd in solution» No solid samples ecu Id be 
isolateds, décomposition occurring as solvent wae 
removed® This work was extended to other metals®
It was found that, although sine, lead, thallium^ 
mercury, aluminium (amalgam) and chromium all 
displaced silver from silver tetrafluoroborate 
solution, no metal ion entered solution ^ No 
displacement occurred using gold, aluminium, 
magnesium and nickel®
1 6 o
Monnier (21) prepared solutions of Iron (ll) 
cobalt (ll), nickel (11), copper (ll) and sine (ll) 
perchlorates in ether by metathesis between the metal 
bromide and silver perchlorate® On filtration to 
ranove silver bromide, Monnier states that any excess 
halide was r^noved by additions of silver perchlorate 
in ether® This is very significant in the light of 
the results of this project®
In the present work, a systematic study of the 
solutions of first-row transition metal of
strong acids has been made® The solutions were 
prepared by the method of Monnier (81 )o The solventi; 
used were diethyl ether, benzene and nitromethaneo 
These W8X"e chosen to give a range of solvent 
properties® The filowing table shows some of the 
properties previously described as being important 
in this section®
V7o
Ether Benzene
__
Ni tro- 
methane
1 Dieleetrie ..
Constant 4o4 (S0 °C ) 80 3(S 5°C ) 55o 8 ( 80% )
Classification
(a) Basle Basic Basic
Non-pol.ar Hoifi-polar Polar
Electron Electron Elec tron
Donor Donor Donor |
Bonding Type 0 w j 0
A b a general statemaxit, the perchlorates, 
trifliKoroaeetates and tetrafluorohorates of firat-^rcr# 
transition metal elements are soluble Im the solventa 
chOBeiuo Bonding Im the complexes formed in solution 
must be similar to the bonding prenriously daeerlheâ 
for silver salts®
sa.
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Some Non-Aaueous Solyenta.
It ie becoming more apparent, as modem researeh 
expandsj that the use of non-aqueous solvents in the 
examination of inorganic species in solution and in 
the preparation of otherwise unobtainable anhydrous 
compounds, is of great importanceo Many new 
compounds, which caimot exist in aqueous solution, 
are readily obtained in a stabilised form in the 
absence of water® The properties of an anhydrous 
compound and those of the hydrated form can be 
remarkably different e»go cupric nitrate (82) and 
perchlorate (2S), both of which can be sublimed under 
vacuum» Neither compounds can be obtained from the 
hydrates by thermal dehydration, decomposition 
accompanying the removal of water»
It must be stressed that inorganic cornuounds 
which are crystallised from organic solvents very 
frequently contain solvent of cryatallisationo In 
some cases removal of such solvent molecules is 
extremely difficult if decomposition of the 
desolvated compound is to be awided» One require­
ment of paramount importance in the use of non- 
aqueous solvents is that the solvent must be 
scrupulously anh^^drous»
19c
Tile chemical reactivity of many sol%?-ents is 
remarkably altered by the presence of even email 
amoimts of water®
The soliîbility of inorganic compounds in non- 
aqueous solvents depends on a number of factors®
These are discussed in the cases of the solvents 
used in this section®
Ic  A ro m a tic  d ro e a rb o n G
The low lattice energy of covalent molecular 
salts renders solubility in aromatic hydrocarbons 
a distinct possibility® The small solvation energy 
will adequately compensate for the weak Van der 
Waals forces which hold the lattice together» Both 
mereurous trichlor© - (84) and trifluoroacetates (25) 
dissolve In benzene» Examination of the dipole 
moment of the former compound favours a simple covalent 
species in solution, the ClsCoCO groups rotating round 
the 0-Hg>Kg-0 61x1 So
A large number of silver salts of strong acids 
have been found to be soluble in aromatic hydrocarbonso 
The solubility of silver perchlorate in benzene, 
toluene and chlorobensene was studied by Hill (
The degree of eleetrolytle dissociation wag 
found to be very small, of the same order as that 
of watex% having a specific conduetanea of 7'» 4 x
.-^ 7 .■=..1 --.^ 1 ^8
10 ©hm " cm “ compared to a value of 6 x 10 for 
good conductivity water» Silver perchlorate is 
also soluble in m-xylene but insoluble in chloro­
form and carbon tetrachloride» Spurgeon (26) 
isolated a stable complex from benzene (AgClO^-^ CsHq ) 
and reports the formation of a similar complex 
( AgClO^o 0 ? %  ) In toluene» Peyronel et al» (27'') 
prepared a whole series of silver perchlorate - 
hydrocarbon complexes involving the xylenes and some 
polynuclear hydrocarbonso All of these compounds 
are extremely hygroscopies,
Silver tx'^ifluoroacetate and heptafluoro- 
but strate are also soluble in aromatic hydrocarbons and 
complexes between these salts and. benzene, toluene, 
mesitylene and the xylenes have been eharacterised 
(25, 18.) Silver trifTuoro-methylsulphcrnate
(29), tr1fluoromethy1 antMonate, blstrlfluoromethyl- 
phosphinate (30)^and trichloroaeetate (24) have been 
reported soluble In 'benzene although in the case of 
the trichloroaeetate, décomposition occurs rapidl^r in 
solution with the precipitation of silver chloridôe
Evidence for the formation of complexes between 
silver salts and aromatic hy dr oc arbora has been f o m d  
by Andrews, Keefer et al» A great deal of attention 
has been directed towards the Boluhility of aromatic 
hydrocarhons and their alkyl derivatives in aqueous 
silvex' nitrate ( 31 )» The ionic speciae AgAr ' and 
Agaiir'"" are formed and the order of stability of these 
complexes srollows the order of the hydrocarbons iMien 
considered as electron donor8» This complex formation 
has been used (S2) to separate the xylenes and ethyl 
benzenes the complex with ethyl benzene being much 
less stable than the otherSo
Warf (SS) has shown that silver tetrafluoro- 
borate monohydr^ate dissolves in benzene and toluene»
It is not known if the hydrate dissolves with the 
water molecule still attached to the silver ion®
The same author prepared a solution of silver tetra- 
fluoroborate by passing boron trifluoride throitjgh 
a suspension of silver fluoride in toluene» A 
similar preparation (34) using benzene, resulted in 
the .isolation of the complex AgEP^^GeHs? frora which 
the pure tetrafluO}?oborate was obtained by 
decomposition at 80'^c/lmmo « Sharpe (s) had first
prepared the pure eompoimd by treating silver borate 
with bromine trifluoride and demonstrated its 
solubility in ether, benzene and toluene, thus 
establishing a marked similarity between this salt 
and silver perehlorateo Russell and Sharp (SS) 
have shown that silver tetrafluoroborate and heza- 
fluorophosphate can be prepared by passing the 
aippropriate gas through a suspension of silver 
fluoride in liquid sulphur dioxide®
The solubilities and general properties of 
perchlorates and hexafluorophosphates are very 
similar (56)o Sharp and Sharpe (57) have shown 
that this resemblance extends to the solubility of 
the hexafluorophoepliate in aromatic hydrocarbons®
Moss (88) showed that some silver salts containing 
two silver atoms per molecule e®g® silver hexa- 
fluorosilicate and hexaf3-uorotitanate, dissolved to 
a small extent in ether, benzene and toluene» The 
lattice energy of these salts with divalent anions will 
be much greater than for univalent anions and this 
would lead to a reduction in Bolubilityo
It may be considered that complexes form 
between silver ions and axiomatic hydrocarbons because 
of the ready availability of ?r electrons on hydro- 
carbon® Thus it is to be expected that silver ions 
would fcirm olefine derivatives® These are well 
known, although mainly in aqueous s o lu t io n ®  Using 
partition studies, Eberg et al» (59) have shown the 
existance of very stable complexes® Thus with 
isobutene, G^H©.àg^’ is formed® Comyns and Lucas (4-0) 
prepared th e  cyclohexene derivatives of silver nitrate 
and p e r c h lo r a t e *  The l a t t e r  salt ale© reacts w it h  
and ^  pinene giving compounds o f  the formula AgC10^„ 
2GioHi^p Stable silver complexes with ole fines have 
'been described by Quimm and G-lew (41 )» W o rk in g  a t  
room temperature and low pressure, derivatives of 
silver, tetrafluoroborate have been prepared® Per- 
chlorate and hexafluoro-antimonata complexes with 
propylene are also described, the order of stability 
being:-
Giol < B?;; < BbPe
The separation of ethylene fro m  saturated h y d ro -' 
carbons (42) and styrene from similar mixtures (43) 
using s i l v e r  tetrafluoroborate, is the subject o f  two 
recent patents®
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Recently the a b s o r p t io n  of etîjqflene by silver t e t r a ­
f lu o r o b o r a t e  and. silver nitrsite has been studied (44) 
In g e n e r a lg cuprous olefine complexes are more 
stable than the corresponding silver eompounds® 
Addition compounds of c u p ro u s  chloride are formed 
with ethylene? propylene and isobutylene under 
p r e s s u r e  (4 6 )«  '.Andrews and Keefer have prepared 
w a t e r - s o lu b le  complexes of cuprous ions with un- 
saturated a lc o h o ls  and carboxylic acids, in which it 
must be assumed that the metal I n t e r a c t s  with the 
double bond rather than the hydroxyl group®
It is suggested that the s t a b i l i t y  of the bond is 
dependent, on the steric Influence of groups attached 
to the double bond, although such s t e r i c  factors do 
not a p p e a r  significant with a ro m a tlc s®
Warf (S3) prepared a complex of a copper s a l t ^  
cuprous tetrafluoroborate, in benzene and toluene b y  
refiuxing a r y l  d ia z o n iu m  tetraf liioroborates in these 
solvents with Dietallic copper® The same author 
reported the preparation of silver and cuprous 
tetrafluoroborate solutions by passing boron tri- 
fluoride through suspensions o f  silver fluoride and 
mixtures of copper metal and eupric fluoride
8^ )
reapeetively, in tolnene®
A solution of cuprous nitrate was prepared by 
shaking a solution of silver nitrate in acetonitrile 
with metallic copper (4?)» Sharp and Sharpe (87) 
adapted this method to prepare solutions of cuprous 
tetrafluoroborate, fluorosulphate ^ hexafluoro -
phosphate, - arsenate, - niobate and - tantalate 
in aromatic hyd ro carb o n s®  These solutions ai'e stable 
in the absence of moisture although no solid 
complexes could be isolated® Gomyns (48) rc^ or ted 
s i m i l a r  results when solutions of silver p e r c h lo r a t e  
i n  olefine8 and disubstituted acetylenes were t r e a t e d  
with copper, the cuprous salts again being stabilised 
in solutioHo
A review by Andrews (49) covers some of the 
evidence for complex formation between inorganic 
compounds and aromatic hydrocarbons® Much of the 
work published concerns the halides of metals which 
may be considered as Lewis acids 1»©« electron 
acceptors e®g® ferric and aluminium halides® A 
solution of aluminium bromide in benzene disœlvee 
potassium bromide to give a conducting solution 
(BO).
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S im i la r  r e s u l t s  w e re  o b ta in e d  b y  th e  same 
a u th o rs  u s in g  t o lu e n e j  and p -z y le n ©  (6 1 )®  I t  
seems like ly» * t h a t  b o n d in g  to  th e  a n io n  ta k e s  p la c e  
i n  such ©omplexeso
A lu m in iu m  p e r c h lo r a t e  has  b e e n  p r ^ a r e d  b y  
r e a c t in g  a lu m in iu m  c h lo r id e  and s i l v e r  p e r c h lo r a t e  
i n  b e n z e n e  ( 5 2 ) ,  th e  an h y d ro u s  s a l t  b e in g  o b ta in e d  
b y  re m o v a l of* th e  s o lv e n t®  S a l t s  o f  g a l l iu m  i n  
a r o m a t ic  h y d ro c a rb o n s  h ave  a ls o  b e e n  s tu d ie d ®
G a ll iu m  d ic h l o r id e  m e r i te d  s p e c ia l  a t t e n t i o n  b e c a u s e  
o f  th e  anom alous v a le n c y  s ta te ®  M a g n e tic  s tu d ie s  
showed th e .c o m p o u n d  to  b e  d ia m a g n e tic  ( 5 5 )  a n d  a 
G-a-Ga b o n d  was p o s tu la te d ®  X - r a y  s t r u c t u r a l  
d e t e r m in a t io n  ( 5 4 )  and  Raman s p e c tro s c o p y  ( 5 5 ,  5 6 )  
e s t a b l is h e d  th e  s t r u c t u r e  as [G a ^ ]^
T h is  and  o t h e r  g a l lo n s  s a l t s ,  e® g® GaAlBr^-s 
G aM G l^s) a r e  s o lu b le  i n  benzene® I t  h as  b e e n  
shown b y  R u n d le  a n d  C o r b e t t  (Bf) t h a t  b e n ze n e  
s o lu t io n s  o f  g a L liu f ii d i c h lo r id e  a r e  v e r y  s i m i l a r  
to  th o s e  o f  s i l v e r  p e r c h lo r a t e  i n  th e  same s o lv e n t®  
W a rf ( 3 5 )  showed t h a t  t h a l lo u s  p e r c h lo r a t e  and  
t e t r a f l u o r o b o r a t e ,  h o w e v e r, w e re  in s o lu b le  i n  to lu e n e  
and S h a rp  ( 4 )  o b ta in e d  s i m i l a r  r e s u l t s  f o r  h e x a -  
f lu o r o - p h o s p h a t e ,  -  a r s e n a te  a n d ^ f lu o r o s e le n i te »
:>îT.
On the other hand, thallous trifluoroacetate ie 
soluble in benzene (25), m-xylene, toluene and 
mesitylene ("4)® However it is almost certain that 
thallous trlfluoroaoetate is a covalent compound, 
since it melts at 120®G and s u b lim e s  at lG O °G /lo  6 mm®
(26)c
The m e rc u ry  halides also dissolve in aromatic 
hydrocarbons® Other inorganic halides which form 
c o m p lexes  with aromatic hydrocarbons include arsenic 
and antimony trichlorides, stannic chloride, 
phosphorus, tantalum, niobium and antimony penta- 
chlorides and tungsten hexafluorideo
Separation techniques for the xylenes and for 
the methyl benzenes using liquid hydrogen fluoride/ 
boron t r i f l u o r i d e  mixtures (58) have teen explained 
by postulation of a protonated aromatic nucleus (69)® 
Two forms which arise, if this is the case, are :-
(a) by attachment of the proton to the benzene w 
electron system, and
(b) by the formation of a o bond between the proton 
and the ring system»
28,
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01 ah et alo (60) have isola ted complexe s of the 
type ArH'BE/o
From partition studies, Wlnstein and Lucas (ôl) 
concluded that there le no complex formation between 
a r o m a t ic  h y d ro c a rb o n s  and some metal ions in aqueous 
solution» Ions listed include cobalt (ll), copper 
(ll), zinc (ll), nickel (ll), chromium (ill) and 
iron (lll)o The fact that carbonyls, oyclopenta- 
dienylides and complex acetylides of some of these 
metals can be obtained readily supports the argument 
that these ions are capable of i n t e r a c t i o n  with 
w electron systems» This interaction of the d 
orbitals of the metal with the w system contributes 
largely to the stability of the complexes» In 
aqueous solution, however, there is competition for 
the metal ion between the a r o m a t ic  systeB an.d w ater®
EU®
Since imter is regarded as a good ligamd, it :1b 
h a r d ly  eurprising that aromatic hydrocarhoio. comp la z e s  
a r e  not formed under these-coEditicna
Bo Ether
Ab m e n tio n e d  previously, non-agiieous solvents 
ooBtainiBg atoms having an unshared pair of electrons 
poBsess remarkable solvent prope3?tles in spite o f  
the fact that t h e i r  d i e l e c t r i c  constants are low®
The s o l u b i l i t y  of many salts in ether and the formation 
of etherates is well-known»
The covalent compounds, mercuric chloride and 
bromide, dissolve in ether and the corresponding 
magnesium salts form etheretes of the formula MgXg D
0» Swart8 (26) demonstrated the solubility o f  
thallous s cupric and merewlc trifluoroacetates i n  
ether and Sidgwiok (56) liste many compounds which 
dissolve in ether and form etheratea® The donor 
properties of this solvent hmre thus been well 
established»
Auto-ionisation of ethex'^  was proposed by Jander 
and }Iraffcsyk (62) to account for the conductivity 
of a series of ionic and covalent compounds in ether® 
The b e h a v io u r  of lithium aluminium hydride in ether 
has been 1 aimed on this basis (62, 65)»
Evans and Lee (64) showed that ether s o lu t io n s  of 
Grignard, reagents c o n d u c t electricity, thus 
demonstrating the presence of ions even in solvents 
of low dielectric constant® Whatever entitles are 
present in solution, it must he considered that the 
solubility of salts in ether is due to solvation of 
the ions b y  the ether» This is effected b y  c o ­
o r d in a t io n  from one of the lone pair electrons on the 
oxygen atom of the ether» .
Silver salts are somewhat unique in that, apart 
from chelates, few complexes, containing a metal- 
oxygen b o n d , exist» Notable examples of this type 
of bonding are the complexes of the fluoroaeids and 
the perchlorate® Sharpe (5) demonstrated the 
s o l u b i l i t y  of silver tetrafluoroborate in ether, and 
a series of fluoroacid salts o f  silver wae shown to 
be soluble in this solvent ( 4 )« The salts include 
silver hexafluoro-phosphate, - arsenate, - tantalate, 
- antimonate and - niobate. By displacement of the 
silver with copper powder, solutions of cuprous 
tetrafluoroborate and hexafluorophosphate were 
obtained® Mobs (38) prepared silver hexafluoro- 
silicate and hexafluorotitanate and f-omid that these 
too were soluble in ether®
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Rare-earth tetrafluoroborates have been 
p r e iB r ’ed by reacting the fluorides with b o ro n  
trifluoride etherate (65)o
Schwarzenbach has reported that a solution of 
nickel perchlorate ean be obtained by neutralising a 
■suspension of nickel amDionium perchlorate In ether 
with anhydrous perchloric acid (66)0 Lead 
perchlorate has been reported (67) soluble in many 
Organic solvents although ether is not specifically 
ment lone do
3 o Ni t r ©m e t hane
The presence of an atom containing imshared 
pairs of electrons and co-ordj,natlng ability, 
described for ether, are also found in nltromethane» 
This, coupled with its relatively high dielectric 
conS'tant ( ^ 8 6 ) should make It a I'emarlmbly good 
solvent» Only a few authors report its use as a 
medium for inorganic reactionso 01ah and Quinn (68 
report the preparation of silver tetrafluoroborate 
by passing boron trifluoride through a suspension 
of silver fluoride in nitx©methane®
One of the m ost popular uses o f  this solvent 
is in the m easurem ent of the condxictivities of 
in o r g a n ic  com plexes® A number of authors (69, 70 
71 ) h a v e  reported the use of nitrosiethane in the 
determination of the number of ions present in 
compounds containing v e r y  large cations e»g® 
triphenyl methylareonlum, tetraethylammonium and' 
di-( 0-plienylenebisdimethylarsine ) niekel ( 11 ),
)Nl]‘■7 4>
While much use of ml tr omet hane lias been made in 
c o n d u c tiv ity ^  w o rk  as mentioned above? it has also 
been used for the m easurem ent o f  electronic 
absorption spectra in solutiono Little has been 
published, however, on the eo-ordî.nation properties 
of nitromethane® Dunn and Buffagni (72), studied 
the nature of the complex - solvent interaction In 
the case of the triphen^rimethylar^@mum cation and 
some tetrahedral halogeno anions, e®go 
C0CI4 o They found evidence for strong interaction, 
resulting in octahedral species in solution»
It may be that the popularity of nitr©methane 
will increase now that it has become c o m m e r c ia lly  
available in large quantities»
In the present work, solutions of p e r c h lo r a t e s , 
trifluoroaeetates and t e trafluoroh orates of the f i r s t  
row transition metals h a v e  been prepared in ether, 
benzene and nitromethane® These solutions were
prepared hy reacting a solution of the appropriate 
anhydrous silver salt with excess metal halide or 
metalp or stoichio^metrie quantities of e a c h  salt 
when the halide was s o lu b le ®  The following table 
summarises the results® Reactions occurred in all 
cases» W here a metal entered into solution, the 
symbol (4-) is used: solutions containing no metal
are Indicated f
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The most intex^esting feature of tîxe solutions 
of copper (11/ salts (and also of cobalt (11.) and
nickel (ll)) was the disco very ef a new type C'f 
compound® This was first observed in the conper (ll
solutions® Cn the addition of anhydre us copper (11) 
chloride to the silver salt in solution, an immédiate 
colouration was cbsex^ vedo This was blue or blue-gree: 
in ether and benzene, and green with nitxo methane»
On prolonged shaking, the colour changed markedly 
becoming green in the first two solvents and yellow-^ 
green in the last named» This colour change was 
Investigated by Do V» Spectroscopy and conductivity, 
and analysis in the case of the trifluoroacetateo 
The findings resulting from these investigations are 
repented in n'hopter II. The cemlusior which nv" 
drawn from the results is that two species can exist 
in solution (75) and, at least for the trifluore- 
acetate? in the solid state® No analytical data 
could be obtained for the solid perchlorates or 
tetrafluorbborateso The two forms present in 
solution correspond to the formulae:-
Gu (01) % and GuXs 
(I) (II)
where K represents the strong acid, aniorxo (l) may
he converted to (II) by titrating the solution,‘first
obtained, with silver salt dissolved in the
appropriate Boivent» The reactions may be
formula t ed as:-
Eîceess
GuGla 4. Ag X milde. Cu(Cl)X 4- AgGl
Excess
AgX
GuXs 4' l2)AgCl
There are obvious combinations possible b e c a u s e  of 
these reactions» A solution of c u p r ic  chloré- 
perchlorate was titrated with silver triflueroacetatac 
A precipitate of silver chloride was obtained but the 
solution obtained weis very similar to that produced 
when the appropriate silver salt was used® Thus 
while it might be suggested that a compound o f  the 
fo r m u la  G u (0 1 04. lOsG® 0 %  1# formed in solution, there 
is at present no analytical evidence to support the 
p ro p o s a l®
From the weights of silver chloride p r e c i p i t a t e d ,  
it was fomid that, within experimental error, o n ly  
the chloro-'CoiBpounds existed in the solutions as 
prepared» On titration with silver salt, a colour 
change was observed in all the solutions except the 
t e t r a f l u o r o b o r a t e  in ether» In this case, the 
solution becam e colourless and a l i g h t - b l u e / g r e e n  
precipitate was fo rm e d  together with the expected 
silver c h lo r id e ®  Analysis of the mixture showed 
that the blue-green compound was cupric 'bistetra-* 
f luor o'b or a te, Gu ( ) 2 □
The benzene solution of this anion was colour- 
less® H o w e v e r, no silver was present in the 
solution and therefore reaction had occurred® A 
similar result was obtained when si large excess of 
silver tetx^afluoroborate was added to cupric chloride, 
the solution being colourless* It must be concluded
that neither form is soluble® When the benzene wae
r#.fBwed from the first-mentioned solution by 
filtration and the residue dried by pumping 'imder 
vacuump treatment of this residue with nitrometiiane 
resulted in a yellow-green solution which was 
identical spectroecopioally to the corresponding 
solution obtained directly from nitromethane®
The p e r c h lo r a t e  s o lu t io n  in benzene decoaposed 
rapidly after filtration to g iv e  an u n i d e n t i f i e d  
black aubstaxxce and a clear a o lut loin The solvent 
syst^x was analysed by vapour-phase chx^omatography 
and found to contain only benzene® This black 
erdîstance appeared in all perchlorate/benzene 
solaitions although in some cases only after long 
staxidingo
2„ COLialt (11),, msteel (ll)
Solutions of these ions were similar in their 
properties (except colour) and are discvagsed
together®
No colouration was observed in cobalt or nickel 
solutions in 'benzene® Once again silver was a’bsent 
from solution and washing the dried residue w it h  
nitromethane p ro d u c e d  results s i m i l a r  to those 
obtained with copper®
Ghloro-^species were found to 'foe .present, but 
not exclusi'velyp in the ni t3?omethane and ether 
solutions as first prepared® It would appear that; 
compounds o f  th e  fo r m u la e  M f% )%  m id  (w h e re  X i s  
the strong aeld anion) exist as an equilibrium mixture,
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The hiB-compoimclp (1X2)9 can be obtained in solution 
as f o r  coppero Only in the case o f  the tetra- 
fluoroborate in ether does the chloro-compomid exist 
alone in s o lu t io n ^  Addition of s i l v e r  tetrafluoro- 
borate gives results similar to those o b ta in e d  for 
coppero A p a le  blue solid la p r e c i p i t a t e d  fro m  the 
cobalt solution and a light green solid from n i c k e l , 
.Again analysia showed these to correspond to  the 
formulae C o (B ? 4)g and )s respectivelyo
5« Ia n g S M M ™ C lL l
I t  was fouaâ th a t  axihydrous maxiganeee ( l l )
chloride prepared from the hydrate would not react 
with silver salts== Reaction times of up to one 
month did not produce manganese In solutlouo 
Manganese metal was powdered to pass a 240 Bo Sp Sieve 
b y  using a pereue8ion mortaro Reaction took place 
at a slow rate and two months ^ shaking was required 
to remove all the silver from Bolutioiio U n fo r tu n a te '  
ly the solutions obtained contained little manganese 
except ill the ease of the trifluoroaeetate in 
nitromethanc^o This made 01 Vo Spectra difficult to 
measureo From analysis of the solutions^ however9
40o
it w o u ld  a p p e a r  that all three strong acid salts  w e re  
soluble to some extent in ether. Bensen© solutions 
were extremely weakp oxidation to  permanganates, during 
analysis9 resulting in only a very pale p in k  colouro 
By far the strongest Kolxations were obtained in nltro- 
ra ethane.
4o Sinc_XL4-i
fdno solutions were prepared by reacting 
stoichiometric quantities of anhydrous zlno chloride 
and silver salt. In no case was a e h lo ro -e o m p o im d  
formedo The p r e c i p i t a t e d  silver chloride corresponded 
to the calculated weight required f o r  formation of 
the his--compound in all oaseso
5o Chromium.. (11 ).
Chromons salts react with ether (76) and no 
attempts were made to prepare solutions in this 
Bolvento Solutions could not be prepared in benzene 
or nltromethane^ silver precipitating in each caaoc
4,1 o
60 JÆSn..llî-l
I n  o râe ï"  t o  a v o id  o x id a t io n  to  th e  f e r r i c  s ta te p
soltitiouB of this lorn were made up in an atmosphere of
oxygen-free nitrogen, . Metal entered solution in all
oaees^ From the coloura of the solutions obtained^ it
would appear that oxidation had taken place on standingo
The tetrafliioroborate in ether decolourised slowly with
the format 1cm o f  a white precipitate I.see Iron ( i l l )  ].
Chloride was fotmd present in all solutions b u t 9 beeaiise
of th e  presence of Iron ( i l l ) @ mo estimate of the species
in solution c o u ld  be made*
Bo
1. _£lll 1
These solutions were prepared from stoichiometric 
quantities as for zinc. The calculated weights of 
silver chloride were obtained for perchlorates and 
trifluoroacetatesp lb tetraflnoroborate solution 
could be prepared^ Immediate decoBipoaition oeeurringo 
A dense white precipitate formedg much in excess of 
the weight calculated for silver chloride, end white 
fumes appeared in the reaction flask. It seems likely 
that ferric fluoride Is formed as a result of the 
de c omp 0 s 11 i on
of the tetx^aflxioroborateo
2Fe (B% )a FeaPo 6 (BOlvateci)o
80 GMgmlmLl3;lll
It WEB foimd that chromium (ill) solution8 were 
difficult to prepare. .Anhydroua chromium ( i l l )  
chloride appears to have two forms9 one ^active’ and 
the other ^inactivek The latter results from the 
dehydration of the hydrate using thionyl chloride.
The ^active^ form can be produced by heating chromium 
in a Btreemi of dry chlorine at as low a temperature 
as possible for reaction to oocur. The activity 
of this form may be due to traces o f  Gr^"^ which can 
arise from the reactions
SOrCls « ' D SGrCls Gig
OP Gr ^ Gig CrGlg
All s o lu t io n s  obtelned for chromium (ill) 
w ere  c o lo u r e d .  Ho ohlorocompoumds were found to 
0x1 sto The tetrafluoroborate solutions in ether 
and 'benzene were weakly coloured green. The 
perchlorate deosposed after filtratioBo
8.
A l l  soltitloEB prepared for this ion were oolGuredc 
Vanadium triohlo:cide appears to b e  appreciably soluble 
in ether and ml tro m e th a n e  and thus solutions in these 
solvents were made fro m  stoichiometric quantI t les. 
Vanadium trifluoroacetate could not be prepared in a 
p u re  state by removal of solvent from nitromethane 
solution. Ho chlorcv-compounds are formed.
All ?/ork involving this ion was carried out in 
a dry9 oxygen-free atmosphere. Reaction occurred 
in all cases although attempts to obtain pure . 
titanium (ill) trlfluoroacetate were unsuecesefulo 
Chloro-speoies are absent from solution.
Ho accurate determira tion of solubilities was carried 
out. The strength of the s o lu t io n s  prepared was 
of the order of &% W/V. A qualitative assesament 
of relia tive s o l u b i l i t y  showed the order .<
GIO4 "' < OgGo C %  for the salts and benzene < ether < 
nitromethane for the solvents. All the solutlcms
could be concentrated to some extent by of
solvent under vacuum.
4 4 o
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A l l  th e  solutions prepared were made up in a 
dry‘-box using anhydrous solvents and salt go The 
solutions were prepared in 100 ml. flasks and the 
ground glass stoppers sealed in the flasks using 
P. To Foil, sleeveso As an added precaution the 
stoppers were wired on to the flaÉt. Shaking was 
carried out on a mechanical shaker^ ■ reaction being 
completed in t im e s  v a r y in g  from a few days to two 
montliSo The solutions wez^ e filtered in the dry-hoz 
using a sintered funnel (porosity 4) and a hand bulb 
connected to a Buchner f l a ^ . , In many casesc,
r e p e a te d  filtration was required and in some i^xstancee 
w im re  separation was impossible b y  flltratlomp 
solutions.were obtained by deeantaticm. Starting 
materials were stored in the dr y-4) ox before ubbo
Ether and benzene were dried o v e r  sodium wire and 
stored over molecular sieves. Mitromethan.e was 
dried over a n d  then distilled onto molecute Bieves.
All solvents were stored in the dry-box which was 
kept f r e e  from moisture b y  means of open trays of 
phosphorus pentoxide.
MThe anhydrous salt was purcliaeed from B. D. H. 
and was further dehydrated by oontlmioue pumping at 
60'^ G. The silver perchlorate was then left under 
vacuum over phosphorus pentoxide in the dry-box.
Si1 yer Tetrafluorohorate
The preparation of Sharpe (5) was used. Dry 
silver borate was prepared by precipitation from 
silver nitrate and boric acid. The borate (lo5g) 
was placed in a silica bottle fitted with- a standard, 
B14 cone. Bromine (5mlo ) was added to act as a 
moderator in the reaction. Bromine trifluoride was 
added, drop by drop, through a copper funnelo 
When excess had been added, the bromine and remialm- 
ing bromine trifluoride were r m  oved undex’ vacuum on 
a normal vacuum line using a silica trap. The last 
traces of bromine trifluoride were removed by heating 
at ISO® In vaeu© for two hours.
Calculated for IgBlhj. s Ag 56.3%
Found  ^ Ag 54o 6%o
46o
AoliydPoue trifluoraaceti^ aoid was added to  
0X0088 o f  silver carbonate wetted b y  a little water I n  
a platinum dish. The solution was warmed on a steam- 
bath to ensure complete reaction and then fliteredo 
The white solid obtained on evaporating the solution 
on a staam-bath was dried In vacw o v e r  phosphorus 
p e n t 0x1 d e . The silver compoimd was then extracted 
with anhydrous ether and r e o r y s t a l U s e d  fro m  a n h yd ro u s  
ether.
Calculated f o r  Ag 000. G %  Ag : 48o 9%.
Found Ag : 48.2%.
Silver hexafluoroantimonate was prepared b y  
treating calculated quantities of silver metal and 
a n t im o n io u a  oxide with bromine trifluoride (59, 74). 
The product was heated at 130'^G for two hours to  
remove the last traces o f  'bromine trifluorii
Calculated f o r  Ag^H© : Ag 31.4%.
Found ? Ag 51 o 8%.
Chromium (ill) chloride was prepared by heating 
powdered chromium metal-in a stream ©f dry ehlorineo 
Two forms of this chloride exist. In order to obtain 
the ^active ^ form it was foimd necessary to 
chlorinate at the lowest temperature possible. The 
"active'' form gave chromium (ill) solutions in the 
organic solvents.
Dehydration of the hydrate using freshly 
distilled th.ionyl chloride was also attempted. (76). 
This method, however, gave the "inactive" form.
Galoulated for CrClg s Or 88.8%,01 67.8%.
Found 3 Gr 58«,0%pGl 67.6%.
Chromium
Chromium (ll) .chloride was prepared by passing dry 
hydrogen ch3.orlde over powdered chromium metal at 
lOOO^Co A white product, very sensitive to mqisture 
was obtained.
Calculated for GrClg : Cl 57.8%.
Found : GI 56.9%.
lobait ill) Ghlerl
Gobait (il)chloride was prepared by partial de­
hydration of the hexa-hydrate under vacum at lOO^Go 
The product was then treated with freshly dlBtilled 
thionyl chloride. When reaction ceased^the thlomyl 
chloride wae distilled off under partial vac m m  using 
a dry nitrogen bleed. The pi^oduct was washed several 
times with dry carbon disulphide and finally heated 
at 100^0 under vacuum to remove the remaining carbon 
disulphideo A pale blue powder was obtmined.
C a lc u la t e d  for CoGla : Go 46o4% j,G l 64o6%o 
Found : Go 4 6 c 9 % ,G l 660 0%.
1.K.U.Ï
Copper (1 1 ) chloride was pr#ared from the 
dihydrate ae for cobalt chloride. A yellow-brown
powder was obtainedo
Calculated for GuGlg s Gu 47o6%pGl 680 7%. 
Found : On 48.0%^ Cl 6 8. 3%.
Manganese (ill Chloride
It was found that manganese (ll) chloride 
prepared from the hydrate would mot react with ^ Iver 
salts to produce solutions containing manganese. 
Manganese metal was used, powdering being effected 'by 
a pereueeian mortar.
Nickel (ll) chloride was prepared from the 
hexa-hydrate as for cobalt chloride. A yellow 
powder was produced.
G a lo u la te d  for N lG Ia  : N1 46.8%,01 64.7%, 
Found s m  46ol%,GI 64. 0%.
Titanium (ill) Chloride was donated by Daporte 
Titanium Ltd. and had teen prepared by reduction of 
the tetrachloride by hydrogen at 900^0. All 
manipulations Involving this o©mpomd were carried 
out under dry nitrogen. The stoppers of all flasks 
containing solution experiments of this chloride 
were sealed with wax as an added safeguard in 
preventing oxygen and moisture entering the reaction 
flasko
Vanadlj@X.yil_Qàloriââ
Two methods were used to prepare this chloride.
(a)Vanadium metal (Sg) was placed in a eilioa tube 
tilted at an angle. The bottom end wae.oomieoted 
by means of a ground glass joint to a flaés 
containing sulphur monochloride. A stream of dry
earbom tetrap.hloride and pzygen^free nitrogen wa@ 
passed over the metal at 860^0. Vanadium tetra­
chloride was formed rapidly and was carried over as 
a dark red vapour Into the receiving flask which was 
cooled In 'lee -water. At the end of the reaction, 
tetrachloride left on the wall© of the tube was 
warmed gently and the liquid readily ran into the flask. 
Â reflux condenser fitted with a guard tube was them 
fitted and the mixture refluxed for IS hours. Excess 
sulphur raonochloride and reaction pro due tj, sulphur 
dlchlorlde,were distilled off under reduced pressure. 
The purple solid remaining was washed repeatedly 
with anhydrous carbon disulphide in the dry^box and 
then, heated under vacuum for 2 hours.
Galoulated for VGI3 : Gl 67.60%,
Pound : Gl 67. 54%.
Vanadyl chloride penta-hydrate wae prepared by 
gently boiling vanadium pentoxide In concentrated 
hydrochloric acid for one hour (86) then evaporating 
to small bulk. After cooling, methanol was slowly 
added to the deep ’blue solution and eva|^Dration to 
small bulk repeated. Further treatment with methanol 
followed by evaporation resulted in the separation 
of a dark blue, non^crystcd, line mass.
61o
Calcula ted for VOCI2 5Hg§ : Cl 80.
Pound : 01 88. 7%<,
The low ohloride content may be due to co-ordination
of some methanol to the vanadyl ion.
The blue material was refluxed with excess of 
freshly distilled thionyl chloride for two hours.
The bulk of the thionyl chloride was then distilled 
off, 80-80 ml. fresh thionyl chloride added and the 
mixture refluxed for a further hour. A purple 
residue was obtained. The thionyl chloride wae
coloured orange-brown which may have been due to
dissolved vanadium ©xytriehlorideo The thionyl 
chloride was then distilled off and the raeldue 
washed repeatedly with dry carbon disulphideo The 
purple product was dried by continuous pumping and 
stored under vacuum over phosphorus pentoxide and 
sodium hydroxide.
Galeulated for VGI3 : Gl 67o#%<,
Found ' : 01 67.5%.
Zine (1 1 ) chiopide was prepared from the
hydrate as for the preparation of cobalt chloride. 
This material was used immediately after preparation.
Calculated for SnClg : 01 52.1%
Found : Gl 51.8%.
Iron (lllJ.,..Ch].qrid©
IroB (ill) chloride was prepared by passing a 
stream of dry chlorine over heated iron wire (77). The 
volatile product was collected in a trap and sublimed 
twice in an atmosphere of chlorine. Excess chlorine 
was then removed under vacuum. Dark crystals were 
obtainedo
Calculated for FeGls : Fe 34.4%, Gl 65.6%
Found : Fe 64o7%, Gl 65.0%.
This compound was prepared from anhydrous iron (ill, 
chloride by heating with chi ©rob en z en e at 180 % (78).
The solid obtained was filtered, washed repeatedly with 
benzene and finally dried in vacuo.
Calculated for FeClg^Fe : 44.1%, Cl 55.9%
Found Fe : 45. *7%, Gl 55.6%.
The absence of liydx^ oxyl peaks in the near infra-red 
wae taken to mean that anhydrous starting m.aterials 
had been obtained.
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CHAPTER II
Proper 11 ©a. of.. Bolut ioras and Solide 
lo Absorption Spectra
On© of the moat important methods of ©xamlmlmg 
transition metal compounds is by means of their ultra­
violet and visible absorption spectra. In recent years 
the introdaction of the reflectance spectrophotometer 
has added much information on solid materials, thus 
supplementing the ali^eady vast and still growisig data 
obtained for solutions.
Accompanying and, in many ways promoting, the 
surge of interest, has been the increase in under­
standing experimental observations as a direct result 
of theoretical advances. The literature published 
on the theory of d-'^d transitions and the resulting 
spectra is now vast. Books by JpT»gensen (79) and 
Ballhausen (80) and © review by Dunn (81 ) cover most 
©BpectSo
Three main theoretical approaches to the problems 
of structure and spectra have been established up to the 
present time. Each method has its uses and also its 
limitationso
6 4 .
(a)
This theory was proposed by Pauling (82) and enjoyed 
great popularity for many years. It is, unfortunately, 
of little use in the interpretation of soectra. This 
arises from the lack of provision for excited states and 
the energy levels associated with them.
(h) Crystal Field theory (Electrostatic)
Thie approach was first used by Penney end Schlepp (SS) 
to investigate apparent diEicrepancies in magnetic 
properties of crystals, thought to be due to crystal 
forces. The assignment of absorption bands of low 
extinction coefficient arising in the visible and 
ultraviolet regions has been dealt with very efficiently 
by means of this method. Such bands have been related 
to definite transitions in the case of octahedral and 
tetrahedral complexes and their associated distorted 
forms.
(G ) Ligand Field theory
The ligand field theory uses the basic electrostatic 
approach but in addition takes into consideration the 
molecular orbital concept. As such it is probably 
the superior method for dealing with transition metal 
complexe80 Ihis "hybridisation * of the above theories
1b most successful for complexes where strong inter­
action between the ion and ligand orbitals ocourB,
The transitiosie Involve either charge transfer (S4) 
or orbitale which are largely delocalised over the 
central metal ion and the ligands.
In order to calculate atomie energy levels in a 
polyeleotronic system, the forces acting within the 
atom are considered in order of magnitude. The final 
levels are reached by a series of approximations 
starting with the largest forces. For a polyelectron 
atom or ion, three main types of force exist?
(a) Central field foreeè
(b) int©x®->0lectronic repulsion forces
(c) spin-orhit coupling forces®
Force (a) is by far the largest since this
N
condition is necessary for s stable atom. . It is a 
coulomblo force, involving attraction bet?/een a central 
positive nucleus and the electrons. Fproes (b) and 
(c) are ©Iso important. If b >> a, the levels 
resulting are said to belong to the RusseXl-Saunders 
coupling scheme ©rfLS scheme). If, on the other hand, 
c >> b then the final levels are ascribed to the jj 
scheme. This latter scheme is aoplied generally to 
heavy atoms where Z 30o
The RuéBelX-*Bamiâers scheme has been well 
established for atoms with % â BO and this includes the 
first row transition elements. The one electron atom 
schema is prepared end the intereleotronlc repulsion 
effect on this configuration found® The previously 
degenerate configuration is thereby split into groups 
of levels of lower degeneracy Imown as terma® These 
terms are specified by the total atomic orbital angular 
mmmentum (l) and by the spin angular momentum (b).
L = 0 1 8 8 4 6 6
A S P B F G H Ï
and S - where S has multiplicity r - 28 
Thus the term is denoted rj^ .
4- 1,
Mien ll and S are non-zei^o, magnetic fields are 
generated and hence orientation oeoura so that the 
interaction energy between the two fields is at a 
minimum. The coupling or interaction gives rise to the 
quantum number J which is a measure of the-total angular 
momentum of the atom including contribution from the 
spin and orbital momenta® . J has values
(J SÎ 3j S, D 4* B ™* Ip 0 O o o o o Xj So 
The term is therefore now denoted e«g® for
chromium (111)2
6 7c
S -  8 g J  y ' / g  0^/a
Ground term la ‘^F®
The level® arising are:-
% / a ,  ^^V9o
9
The term multiplet 1© applied to the vailles of J arising
from the earn© term and each J value is imovm ae a
eomponento
Application of Hund"s rule® makes it possible to 
determine the ground energy levels
(i) Of the RuaBell--Saunders states arising from a 
given electronic configuration and permitted by the 
Pauli exclusion principle, the most stable state will 
be the one with the greatest multlplieity.
(ii) Of a group of terms with m given S value, the term
with the largest L value has the lowest energy®
(ill) Of the states with given L and S vs0.uee in a 
configuration consisting of less than half the electrons 
in a sub-groupp the state with the smallest J value 
la normally the most stable. The converse holds for 
a configuration with more than half the electrons in 
a aub-groupo
In the crystal field theory, the effect of electric 
fields of varl ous symmetries on the field free atomic 
terms and degenerate orbitals is considered®
Three typeB of energy are relevant if Ruseell-
Saimders eoupling ia aseuiiedo 
(I) crystal field energy
(II) spim-orbit coupling energy
(ill) energy distance between term© of the 
sarae eenfiguratioiXo 
Im all oases, (ii) must be less than (ill) and so 
three orders may arisen
(a) (i) < (ii) < (iii)o
(b) (ii) < (i) < (lii)o
(o) (ii) < (ill) < (i)o
Gases (a) and (b) are knomi as weak-fleld limits 
and (e) as the strong field limite Case (b) applies 
for d eleatrons of the first-row transition serieso 
This means that the energy distance betwen terms from 
the d^ oonfiguration Is large enough so that crystal
field affects do not cause interaction®
• i
The simplest ease is the d" configuration® The
only term arising here i© and this has the
components and ^Dsyg® Titanium (ill) ha©
such a configuration® Mien the tripoeitive titanium 
ion is surrounded by six ilgande, e.g. water, 00ta- 
hedrally placed In relation to it, the previously five- 
fold degenerate D term splits into two new levels.
5 9o
0210 threefold degeneratep ts , mid one doiibly degenerate,
&
ego Theee levels are separated hy am energy difference 
of A  or lODqo It earn 'be ehowa by ealoulatioa tliat the 
triply degenerate level lies at 4Dg below the orlglmal 
mipertnrbed d level and that the dohbly degenerate level 
lies at 6Dq above the ©riginalo The effect le shown 
in diagrams
Field‘^"freeo 
Five fold 
degenerate
It is obvious that the single d electron occtipiea a 
tag orbital and also that an eleetronio transition will
occur when the d electron is transferred to an
B
orbitalo This will occur at a wavelength or freoueney 
corresponding to the separation lODq (orA) between the 
two types of orbitale The band which results has a 
maximum at 490 mu (20^800 for the Ti(H@0)e^'^ ion p.
6 0,
(BB) which gives a Dq value of
The hand described above ie %eak ^ in that the
extinotion coeffioiesitpfe, ? is small S), This ia a
feature of the ©o-oallad d-d transitions for first row
transition elementSo
Theoretical explanations of the low intensities
of such transitions are based on seleation rules which
determine to what extent the ti'^ansition ia ^allowed 'o
In a frse atom asiy transition which results In
8 change in the number of impaired electron spine 1©
said to be multiplieity forbidden and g at bestp can
appear only very weakly in absorptiosio A secondp and
more important rule is that transitions which Involve
redistribution of electrons in the same quantum shell
are ^ f o r b i d d e n T h u ©  transitions between the different 
n
states of a d configuration should not be observed.
This is a case of the Laporte selection rules. However^ 
the rule does not hold completely when we consider the 
metal ion forms part of a compound.
Some mechanisms have been proposed to explain these 
transitions (86)* Wîiatever the true answer 1b $ there
remain© the fact that the transitions are weakly 
allowed with€ values ranging 0-10^ * In spin-allowed 
transitionsg which occur at much shorter wavelengthsp 
values are of the order 10^ upwards.
6%o
The ©troiig field limit (case C) imnlies that the 
energy gap between the to and @g level© may become 
BO large that interaction be W e n  states arising from 
configurations Involving both ta and © may be ignored,
g o
This does not allow 0 full explanation of all the 
features of a spectrum in the strongly perturbing field 
limit* Gonei derat ion must be given g, by comparison with 
an intermediate fields to 'some tg interaction
â G
ïn a field free atom or ion or In a weak field case<> the 
maxlmmm multiplicity is six whereas in a strong field 
ease the maximum multiplielty is four. Cobalt (ill) 
provides an example of this effect* In a weak field 
the complexes have magnetic moments ^  5* 4 B« IL 
corresponding to four unpaired spins %?h©reae in strong 
fields they become diamagnetico Since the present work 
le concerned with weak-field complexess? no further 
discussion on the strong field casé i© necessary.
The Spectra of First-Row Transitional 
Me t a 1 . gait B.,.of„3 Pme„.Btronfi: Apidko^____
Any assignment8 of the hand© ob-served and reported 
In this chapter are made "by comparison with published 
spect5?a. For this oomparispBp full us© has been made 
of the book by A'orgensen (79) and the review by Bumi 
(81), A mathematical explanation is outwith the scop©
ST.
Of this projecto The metal-ions of d configuration 
are eonaidered In increasing magnitude of n,
Extinction eoeffiaient8g.- &  max* ? have been, calculated 
for the observed maxima^» It Is not possible to 
calculate extinction coefficients for bands obtained 
by measurement of réflectance spectra* Relative - 
inteneitiee are Indicated by the usual abbreviations*
(vs “ very strong^ s - etrongp ,m mediump br - broad*) 
lot^L In many spectra^ It has been found that the 
charge-transfer bands make ©"bservation of short wave­
length d-d transitions difficult or impossible to reoordc
cr* Q cçf* fill
Figures are quoted in cm ‘ % 10 *£
The metal ion studied was Titanium (ill)* The 
published spectra on the Ti(HaO)s^''^ ion is fairly 
extensivco
Ô8o
Interest in the ©peetra 1© obviously due to the fact 
that only one transition ©ceura^ as ppeviously dls^ 
euseed* Howeverp the hand is not ©ymmetrioal and a 
shoulder has been observed (87^ BS)* This is explained 
as being due to a split excited e statep the split 
being ©auaed by a J&hn-Teller distortion. In the 
present work no shoulder was observed* Thie omission 
ie presumably due to the large charge transfer bands 
which appeared close to the d-d transitions. Results 
are shovm in Table I*
A  values have been calculated for the ligands and are 
given in the following table* Units used are k% 
cm ^ X 10
îdAanÆ^fleM^BgliMto ( A  or lOBo)
Compomid Etîisî* Benzene Sfi tro ms thane
0104°° SOo 3 80.8 80.9
Da Go CFs" 80. S 81.8 81.8
BF4" 81.0 88. 8 81.7
The A  value o noted for Tl(EsO)$'^^ is 2QoS (85), The 
anions in ether and nitromethane show the order of 
field strength to be GIO^ -"' - OaCoCFs“ <
 Jâ I
8o3.TCüt ®thss Bsïizssio Îîit35®m8thasie
Sample ^maso f^  ïïm^o^Bass» aaso ^aaxo <& mazo
4Q»5 31» 3 24» 4
0104“ 80o^ 4ol ZQiB 7.8 20o9 80 5
4 I 0I 33» 3 0 24*4
OaO.GPg" 20.5 Y .l 21. S 10 . g 21,5 7,6
410? 34.5 25*0
21.0 3o7 23o0 12.4 m.o7 ©00
6 5 ,
llilB iB in Imt the large toIh©
otàfoimû for heniiene solutiOM 1© rather ©mrpplBlmgo 
81m@0 the Xlgaxid field strengths are similar to that 
of water g it would he reasonable to place the système 
described near water in the speotroohemieal eerieso 
Further evidence from A  valn.es is given later in this 
chaptero 
d"
.C73
For a complet) the following diagram (after 
Tanahep Bugano) shows the energy levels arising in an 
octahedral fields
^%g(F)
^g(F)
Tag(P)
®Tig(3?)
Both the hydrate and oxalato-complexes of tripositive 
vemadiiM show well defined transit ions at IToOOOcm^"
g0ouuucm « These have oeen ag
mamber of authors a8^35%g(P) % % g  (P) m à
-> "^T^g(P)o Two ^.oW'^Iylmg aiaglet state® 
1 1
and also exist but mo trace of these has been
roportedo Results are reported im Table ïlo
The charge transfer bande make diffieult thè 
task of detecting the maximum absorption ^  BBgOOOcm^'^o 
Gonsecfuentlyp the ether aolntione of the trisperehlorate 
and tristrifluoroaeetate are the only examples showing 
the two expected absorptions, % e  pealss reported in 
nltromethane solutions S6p OOOom^^ may be due to d-^ d 
transition© but it is impossible to be definite on this 
pointo A feature of all spectra in nitromethane is 
an Intense peak in this region. It would appear that 
the d-d transition (?) ->> _(P) and the chargexg xg
transfer peak 95p OOOom cannot be distinguisheclo
AÏ ' '
Chromium (ill) has been extensively studied and many 
spectra pmblishedo The ground state is '^Agg and Bix 
excited levels have been identifledo
TAmB II
Salveat â©2? Beaaeme Bltmmsthame
Sample ^ max 6 g^ flaso m^aa.Sjaass.^  mas.f
GlOf
40p8
fiSoS
875
200
35.7 400 24,7 770
14.7 2.4 20.2 55 18,3
9.8
120
48
OgC.CS’s”
40.0
23o8
1650
190
28.2 820 ■ 24.4 960
3,6.1
12.8
11.0
28.0
20.8
15.6
125
4.0
20,3 137
40.0 1200 31.3 920 25.0 1130
®4“ ' 12.5 12.5 20.4 150 17.5 24
tâag ■--> '’.Ig ISpOOOea
“> A, IS^BOOoa
(ruby)
(ruby)
(hydrate)
-1 (ruby)
(hydrate)
^1 (hydrate)
-> -^Tsg SSpOOOca 
-> ‘^ï„„(F)<‘vg4^‘?-0Q
-> '*l\g(F) S'?pOOOem
It is interesting to not© that ©f these six observed 
transitions£? three are multiplicity forbidden and 
should tta© be weak or very weak in intensity. Band 
positions are quoted in Table III,
(a) The solution of chromium (ill) trisperchlorat© in 
bensene deeomposed as the spectrum was being measured. 
The positions of maxima quoted are therefore im some 
doubto
(b) Solutions of the tr1st@trafluoroborate Im ether and
bahsene were coloured green hut were so weak a© to make 
speotrosoopic examination imposeihieo Ooncentration 
of the solutions hy vacuum distillation caused some 
precipitation of solid material.
The ©pectra of the chromium (ill) solutions show 
maxima which correspond closely to the transitions 
theoretically derived for the ion in an octahedral 
environment, A  values have been calculated for the 
Uganda and are reported later.
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Chromium (III)
69„
Solvent EfcSiss? BasîJ3ffiSî9 1 litsosiQ'feîissi®
■^ ssassa 1 .^aas.j ^  snass.Ssaajj. I
CIO^"
40.0 5oJ.
23.3 0,14
16.0 0.1
14.3 0.07
1 35.5 11.3 26.7 0,25 
10.7 3.6 23.8 0.33
(a )
17.2 0. 5s 17.1 0.33 
14.9 0.20 13.2 0„24
O^ GoCFy""2 5
40.0 2.9
23.3 0.86
16.3 0,70
14.5 0,25
33.5 5,0
22.2 loS
15,9 1.3 
14,4 0.33
25.6 0.74
23.3
17.1 0.67 
14.9 0.31
B®’4“ (b) (b)
26.3 1,2 
22.2 0,84
16.7 0.28
14.7 0.12
SoUa ÏEi??a,®oB0aC0tefî0 41»7(sL 24ol(a),
(EsfJeotasis© spectîm) l?o4(®)j 14»7(sSî)o
7 0.
.si
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It was not posaible to prepare smy divalen.t ehromium
solutionso Gliroaous lorn reacts with ether (0@) and 
mo metatheticali preparations ?/©p© attempted im that 
©olTOiito Im hempen© amd mltrometheme p decampoaiticm 
occurred rapidly end silver was depoaited,
al
Two dP ioms have beam studied, Im both Iron (ill) 
and Mamgamese (ll) the bands which appear are very weak 
and in many cases mot observed, *Bie weakmees of the 
bands cam be explained by the fact thatr, im the weak 
field caea? the transiticme are all multiplicity - (or 
©pin"’) forblddem, Im addition to thia^ large charge 
transfer bands mask these very weals transitions in some 
cases.
IgûgsissâJÜll
The spectra of Gomplexes of this ion with many 
ligands have been extenaiveXy covered, For the hexa-
hydrate the following assignment© have been made (90),
91i
‘^té
-"> Ta S ( ©} 22 p B00cm“ '--
-'> A-j „( ©) SBpSOOear^
-> ‘^ Tgg (») gSpSOOm'*^'
"> “^ IgC») <^g@p900eni“ .^
■ <"> ■^ Tt,„(p ) ^SBpOOOoia“^
*"'"£3
- >  “^ -âsS ( F )  ^  éOgWOùwT^
'»> '"T\g(F) ^él„©008m'"^„
Bines all transitions Involved Im a #  ion 
are spIn-forb 1 ddemg it would be expected that the 
intemolty of the bmmds would be extremely low. Résulté 
are listed im Table IV,
Solutions of mamganese (ll) complexes in bemseme 
were extremely weak, Amlysle" of solutions showed 
that the strength was of the order of OoB^o Again 
the mitroaetham® ©olutiamsp while being the most 
Gomoentratedg showed eharga transfer peak© which 
masked any d-d tramaitlorn maxima. Ether solutions 
gave maxima ^  BOgOQOem^^ of very low ©xtimetiom 
ooaf fie lent.
vs,
w m  IV
JSolvent Jütîi©!- B^ xxiaen© mitmmethame
ACmax, ^ma%8 $mmzc ^  mms. max« max 
84,6 >5000M,7 4890
25,0 >5000450 0 >5000 
25,5 0,01 
21,9 Go02 
20,0 0,09
25oO> 5000
Mu
The spectrum of the hexahydrate has been measured 
by several authors "but eharaoterle'etlon has proved
difficult and there are disoFepaaeie© between the 
published maxima^ The first tra&isltion has been given 
ae (91) and (92^9B)o The spec trim
of iB beryl where the Ion 1b eO'^ordinated to six
oxygens a Maa been investigated by Dvlr ànû Low (94)* 
Tentative aBBignmesits have been made am follows : -
e A .. 4-^  -= "^1
,iU-iîg
"> -^%8 ^  17p500c®
BO D OOOem
■'■> '*'1® ) .
) c^ 2B s000qb
->
"•> '^Tig (^S6s800ei!r^
The epeotea of Iron (ill) ©©lution© are given in 
Table V*
(a) The ©Glution of Iron (ill) trisparchlorate Im 
bengane deoomposed rapidly after filtration and it was 
not f o m d  possible to meaawa the speotruaio
?4o
ison
mBi® %
Bolvemt
Sample ^  iKsso E maEt % ^ a^aXfi ^ rnm:m
T:ir%"KrFi:5.T.wt:i?K%rcr=^j2%:TKiTsa3rzfr%TfT
(s)
Eitsoajo-fekaiie
A  "G mass. % HisssJ
® v
38.5 550C 
29o4 800
24.7 1500 
17.5 250 
10.3 0.8
OgS.CFj”
4So5)
3003) 5000 
37oO)
18.5 27
lOo0 0.0
35ol 1650 
29oO .1392 
(21.7) 123
(2ia) 53
18., 3 27
25.6 3000 
10.3 0.57
» v 6) (Î3
Solid TrlfluGPoacetate 
(Réflectance Spectrum) SI.8 (sh)p 17.9 (®k) 
S (% So )
The epeotra of Iron (ill) solution© 8hoW.d oonalBt 
of a number of peaks-of low Intemsltyo Explanation 
of thim effect has already been given in the ease of 
manganese (ll)* The fact that some of the maxima 
observed have Emax*, values which are fairly large cam 
be acaomxted for by the close proximity of these peaks 
to the charge transfer bandso J b  some cases^ the band 
appeared as a shoulder on the very intense charge 
transfer hand, Binoo it wa© difficult to subtract 
the contribution of the charge transfer band to the 
optical density at the shoulder, the Emax values for 
the d-d bands are tentative* The solid trifluoro- 
acetate showed two shoulders on the side of a very ,strong 
charge transfer band 88  ^0OOam^^«
d'®*a.-»A«7#
The electronic ground state is ^D, The splitting 
scheme for a ion la a weak octahedral field is shown 
in the diagram*
HIt), the ab(Sorption speetrm of the pale greem ion 
Fa(,H5jO)Q®"% a douhl'e peak hae heesi oh sewed at 10 g OOOom'i 
This is as signed as «-> ^Bg(B) by several authors
(06g96g9T)o The splitting ie due to a Jehn-Teller 
effect in the ©melted state (98)©. A number of very 
small peaks have been reported but not fully assigned©
•a
These occur aretmd BOpOOOem^ and are presumably
jT ^
feig -> etco. Results are quoted In Table Tic
All the iron (ll) solutions contained varying quantities 
of Iron (111)0 In view of this fact^ it is felt that
Emaxo' values would have little eignificanoe as well ae 
being almost impossible to calculate© The only 
significant feature of the spectra of the iron (11) 
soltitione is that they all show increasing absorption in 
the region 11 000-8 p500om*"‘\
(;u.)
Solvent Bther
maz,
$2.3
^lOoO
X  g^  sa;%c 'bmngo
24 Ç 4
^  8o5
Sample
e io / ‘
A <$
imiRo mm:o
>9.2
$9.2 5&5 24.7
OgO.GPg" f l^OoO t^ o^X «ï>- ^lOoO 6o7
45© 5 55© 7 26c 3
® 4“ ^lOoO csJ^qX «1 c^ lOoO. ‘^ '9q1 “^' 9o 5 ^
The ©Kaet mmclamm for each pealt wa.3 very difficult 
to measure since the banJ. was very broad© The 
transition ^ % g  -> ^Bg(B) is fommd in this regioiio 
1© trae© ©f the qulBtmplet-triplet tranaitioBs 
^  BO g 000 was ©bmervad Im the irom (ll) solutions
©tudiedû
The solutions prepared by metatheaie eomtaimed 
chloride ion© This was removed by addition of the 
appropriate silver saltû The values quoted in the 
■table oorrespomd to the ehloride-^-fre© solutlomso 
The solutions aomtaimimg ©hloride lorn differ little 
Bpeotroseopically from the solutions for which spectra 
M e  reported© M y  diatimctiom between the two 
speoies in solution is rendered difficult by the 
breadth of the absorption bands resulting -in Indefinite 
mmsimao
?9o
£,
The hexahydrate has been stucllecl. and the knovm 
trmsitions are:-
“> "'Tag(3?) 8-95000 era“*'
-> ®ïïg 13. pOOO era'
™> '^Aag(F) 16-18,000 eai™^
-> ■^%g(P) ^gO-SlsOOO cra"^
Taking a Dq value of 9TO (99)^  Orgel has predicted
tranriitions at 8^100^ IT^600 and 88,000 
:0î5SiDe.ri men tally a ba)id has been observed 19^600 cm 
and this has been explained by considering this band 
to include both of the Bhorter wavelength quartet- 
quartet transitions as well as acme auartet-cloublet 
contribution© Cobalt (ll) spectra are recorded in 
Tables VII and VIII©
Cobalt (ll) chloro^-perchlorate, -trlfluoroacetate 
and -tetrafluoroborate solutions varied in colour from 
blue or violet to redo The corresponding blB^-solutions 
were all red in colour© Cobalt (ll) bistetrafluoro- 
borate precipitated from ether solution ©n addition of 
silver tetx^afluoroborate to the ohloro-tetrafluoroborate.
SÀBLB VII 80.
Solvent
Satol©
E-bher
A IBEXa ^ SSaXa
Benaen©
Xmax4. mas.
Mtromethane
X ffiax, jfiaa:.
CIO,
41,0 259
40,0 208
50,5 47
18,2 12,9
17.4 12,9
16,1 11.0
14,4 7,8
7,46 5,0
25.0
21.5 4o6
19.6 5,0
7,69 1.0
(7,14) 1,0
5.26 0,5
OgO.OPg'
41,7 20
19.6 6,0
17.5 9,5
1601 • 8,0
14,7 6.5
7.14 1,0
25.2 
20.4 
17» 4 
16.0 
14»? 
7.41
10.8
20.1
20.1
20.5
6,0
BP4
41,3 71,5
18,0 13,2
17,4 13,2
6,67 1,3
25,1 ■
îè:l
7,41
5,24
6,2
6,5
1,0
1.0
Solid feifluoroaoeta-fce 25»6(a), 20,0(sh), 18.2 (m), 
(Heflaotanc® SpeotEum)
EOT/E VIII,A » wV'^d^
£tis3â»üa„Jlâ.,ia#jaXçoS2l
Solvent j&«lîS5? Ssr<i53os30 Bltroaistliane
Haaaple X  ^mm.. ^ mas. ^ ÎJÏG-E’o  ^mmzo
41.0 278 25.3 go;
cao^'- 20,0 11,0 - ID. 5 160 5
16,2 16,9
4I06 140 25.0 41T
0,0, C-f-*'' (- 20.2 7.7 C\'f IQ. 5 i7oO
1?.8 7.9
2%Z 50Q
20,0 7.0
Solid ÎKinnorOacoteiie w> 50,0(?,3.), 20.8(m)g I8„7(ei),
(Hefleotanoo opeotrmTi)
68.
By c o îïip a rie o n ^  th e  s p e c t r a  o f  th e  s o lu t io n s  o f  
GoXo (w h e re  X i s  th e  s t r o n g  a c id  a n io n )  w e re  much 
m ore s im p le  th a n  th o s e  o f  th e  o o r re s p o n d in g  c h lo r o -  
s p e c ie s  s? G o(g 1)X o  The m axim a i n  th e  ra n g e  1 0 5 0 0 0  -  
6 j)0 0 0  w e re  n o t  w e l l  d e fin e d ©  The s p e c t r a  o f
c o h a l t  ( 1 1 ) h ls p e r c h lo r a t e p  h i s t r i f l u o r o a c e t a  t e  an d  
h i e t e t r a f l u o r o h o r a t e  i n  n itp o m e th a n e  show o n ly  one p e a k
ra*î
lOpQOOcm” o The d is a p p e a ra n c e  o f  th e  le a s  in t e n s e
— 1minor peak ^  2 0 j, 0 0 0cm may be due to the effect of the
charge transfer hands appearing <?^ 25p000cm*"^ % Ligand 
field strengths for the cobalt (ll) complexes I'mve 
been calculated and are reported later in this chapter©
Octahetoal complexes o f nickel (ll) are very common
and the spectra of these have been extensive3»y examined 
For octahedral nickel (ll)5 three triplet«*tripl©t 
transitions should be observed© In addition some 
triplet-singlet bands are possible9 these being spin- 
forbidden©
A s s ig n m e n ts  w h ic h  h a v e  b e e n  made a r e s -
ÜSo
-> ® ïa g ( F ) gpôOO
...;i
cm
-> iî- Î15 / m \
I g  ^
l!5 p 5 00 cm
•'*> ^ % ( D ) 1 5 p4 0 0 cm
18p50Ô c iir -’-
2 5 p600 -1 cm *
Band poeibions are given in Tab3.es IX and %©
The colours of so lut Ion 8 of salts' of the formula 
MiXa were similar to those of the chlopo-'•compounds
W1 (on.) X© As in the 'case of cob a 11 ( 11 ) bis - b al t s ^ the
region 10.000 - 5£>000cm gave peaks^the position of
which coi^ld not accurately determined©
The spectrap in generalp correspond to octa­
ke dr ally complexes nickel (ll)© Ligand field values 
have been calculated and are reported later©
Hickel (ll) bietetrafluoroborate precipitated 
from ether solution when the solution of the chloro- 
tetrafliioroborate was quantita11 vely converted using 
silver tetrafluo'roborate in ether.
8éo
Solvent
8m%l0
0104
OgOo
4
Bther
X maxo max,
23.5 23.1
14.1 3.6
12.5 6p6
7.46 3.8
6.02 2.7
5 . I 6 1.3
24.4 15.5
14.6 4.5
15.3 4.9
8.48 4.9
60O6 1.3
24.1 13.3
13.2 3.9
8.3 2.8
■Svr.TS.6s. ,iît5itSrÿïîÆïir4373rr "
eme
X œas, iaas.
Mteosie'iihasîa
X Ë“^ a^iaxo ^îiBXo
85.0
14o9
13»7
0.55
6,90
5.21
12.9
5.5
5.4
5.4 
8.7  
5.0
25.3 18.6
14.9 4=7
13.7 3.6
0,62 5.2
7.14 1.8
25.6 34.0
16.4 8.0
9.17 8 .0
Solid feifliiOEoacstat® 25.6(8), 14„9 (ia), 13.7 (m), 
(Hoflsctaace speo'èjajjüi)
IpaK X, 
îîiojEel iOfer. Ss5î;1©b (îî;iX.>)iriiit, ii3iïiyj«îi.ïjïï.ï: îi s;«-î;.-‘ît/u<r«(T'^ ,.v3J4Jjrj Ü>ri»
Solvent StSî©3? Senîsene ■fimxQ
Baffiple ^  maz. ^ maKû ^  mjxo Ê mazc ^  ÏÜSXo Êfsesîo
23-S 17.5 24<i© IS.O
14o2 60 0 G5 14 08 4'7
12.4 0,0 13 ;? 4.7
24^ .5 15.0 24.0 19«8
O^ Q.0gg'° 14^ 6 7o2 14.8 4.4
15.5 7.5 13.s 3.4
25.5 28.3
S V ppt 16.7 7.4
Solid felfli^oroacetat© 47ü6(vg)p 25oO(e)p 14c9(m)s 15o5(m)  ^
(Hefièooàiiœ Sgeetsœ)
6 6  0
a®
Ite i# ion in a pex^feotlÿ' oe'àaïiodpal eavi^^onmont 
Blionld ©ho?; osilj one traneltionp ± o O o  
ThlBÿ of eoursop means that the spectral hehavlom? of 
Ou(ll) ©houXd be as f o m d  in ïi(lll) eomplezes^ with 
the level order invertedo However p the ^Sg level is
highly susceptible to J^hn-^ïeller perturbâtioBo It
would therefore be expected that no perfectly octa­
hedral copper (ll) complex would existp and this is in 
agreement with experimental evidencOo Both levels 
split into two components as shown in dlagraDi:
Au
Thus three transitiona are posaibleo In practicep 
the spectra of copper (ll) complexes consist of-a broad 
bando In the ease of Cu(HaO)6 *^“ 9 this has a maximum 
at 19p600 and almost certainly contains more than
one transition,,
87c
Holmes and MoOlure (96) analysed the poXeriaocl
absorption spectrum of 0uB®>c5Hîî0 and found three
transitloma in the region 10g 000-14, OOOcm"^ *^ The
values found for copper (ll) solutions are given in.
Tables %I and XIIo
The spectra of all copper (ll) solutions consisted
of broad bands extending over o The chloro^
tetrafluoroborate in ether gave a spectrum in which
some separation occurred (^ lOO0m'"^ )o The correspond^-
ing ehloro-hexafluoroantiaonate in the same solvent
showed similar epXittingp maxima occurring at 
“1and 850cm * Both solutions gave precipitates
when converted to the bistetrafluoroborate and "bis- 
hexafluoroantimonata respectively using the appropriate 
silver salto
As would b© expected for a louo g Inc (ll) 
shows no d-d transitions. The spectral data collected 
for this ion in its complexes is limited to a recording 
of the bandB which appear in the charge transfer regionc 
These hands are listed in Table XÏIIo
ïâWÆ XX,
88c
Solvent Bfchss &ÏIB0I10 litsomsttone
Ssmplq A œaso <fe œæsc„ As BIKS. ÊffiSX A  max.
44»4 1410 38.2 70 26.3 49,9
eiô4‘ 56o9 2710 36.0 135.5
12. ë 42.1 12.4 3.5 13,7 23,7
40» 0 4000 35.8 1750 26,5 160 2
OgOoGi? " 12o5 133.4 12o5 58,2 .13,8 70
40.2 2840
39.2 3040
38.3 2900 26,5 796
®4 33.3 4810llcâ 495 14,3 13910.6 325
Solid fïiflwoEoaeetat® 4$ .5 (v .s ,) ,  12.7 (bs?), 
(Heflsetaîïee spsetBiaa)
w m  rc:c
SHâ$„tel=lls=Bslm„CMA)
SolveaÆ Bsïjsens U te’ometïîasîe
Sample
GIO^"
^  maso £  SEaso
44.5 1289 
13.2 55.6
K <C ^  mas;o massc
38.0 718 
14.3 14.0
X SmOSa 5Q35£o
26.5 189
14.5 39.2
OpO.OFL"
41.0  3510
13.0 71.9
37.0 1930 
13.2 30.8
26.4 214 
15.5 65.0
Ppt 5?
26.4 646 
15.6 81,0
M,;ld &l:?lp-oroacetat0 41o5 (vso) 13*3 (br, ) 
(Herieofemeo apectz^m)*
gino (n)
M X ®  XHI.
Ebh eg XîsïiBesi© .fitesms-i;JiaaQ
Samgle X  i!MK„ £■ max„ lA mm%. «“  maiCt X^'ssajco ^ a a x .
CIO."
4
45.4 25.S
40.5 5.2 
59.2 2,6
58.5 Xo5
3S.0 17.4
- ^ -- .
26*6 3.0
85.6 3,«4
Ogq.esy"
45.0 .l?oO 
56,2 88.8
36.0 13.6 27.1 2.9 
86.4 5 £ 
26à  3.1 
25.9 2.9
W / ‘
44.2 109
59.2 22.8 
58.5 11.4
55.T 5.7
57.0 49a
36.0 103.6
29.0 13.1
26.4 31.2
24.4 3,9
9îo
Jt is possiT&3.e to calculate ce3?tate fuufiaiSQyital 
P5?opeï»ti©s associated With the ligands smu?ouzidlng 
the c@at5?a3, metal atom ia a coiapleso
(a) A_™«iaDg.
This is the ophltal emergy diffei^ -eBee heteeen 
the gromid state and the fl^st ozoited State® 
BssentialX^ ? it is a meaenne of the estent to which the 
degenerate d orbitals are split by the influence of the 
ligando Comparison of values of Â  leads to the 
spectnochemical series®
A  is a complex quantity? having contributions from 
various BourcaSc Four of the important factors are:
(i) Eleetrostatie perturbation
(ii) Effect of ligand C lone pair©
(ill) Metal -> ligand àir - Vw bonding
(iv) Xsigand -> metal P?r dw bondlngo
Of thesep (i)p (li) and (ill) increase Ap?/hile (iv) 
acts in the opposite direction® The first factor is 
less important than the remaining three®
M j .
B is the symbol used for one of the Racah 
parameters® These inter-e3.eetronlc repulsion 
parameters {.âpB and o) are a measure of the separation
of terms and are x^elated^in a definite maimer g to tlio 
energy differences of certain termso
The metals for which values were calculated were 
cobalt (11) p d^s nickel (ll)p ^ 9  and chromium (lll)e 
d'^o The relationship between B and the separation of 
the terms is given in the f©llow5.ng table®
1 Ion Terms Separation
1 d? p d?
1 a® - ^P
1 5 B 
1 5 B
The separation of the terms can be found 
experimentally from electronic absorption spectra 
and hence the value of B calculated®
This is the ratio of the value of B found 
experimentally to the corresponding B valu© calculated 
for the gaseous ion
B
Having found the B vdue from observed transitions g 
it is a simple task to derive/^ figures® Inter- 
electronic repulsion forces are reduced by varying 
amounts when covalent bond formation occurs®
The expansion which results may be correlated with the 
extent to which covalent bonds are formed in the complex® 
The ratiOg^ & is used as a measure of the tendency of 
a ligand to form covalent bonda.® Arrangement of 0
valuesp in order of magnitudep gives rise to the
de
Hephelaiu^etic series (lOO)o A s ^  laereasesp covalent
complexing power alee increaseso
The X axis of the Tanabe-Sugano energy level 
diagx^am is measured In units of *^o Again by référença 
to absorption bandsp a value can be found for this ratiOt 
Knowing Bp it is possible to calculate a value of Dq®
An example of one such calculation is given below:
The transitions which occur are:-
^gAag(P) -> ®l‘ag(F) at 8,500 cia“^
■"> a-k 13,800 cm“^
-> ^ï‘ig(P) at 84,100 cm”!
94-0
86,106
4?
TsgiW)
/
? w Æ
t". CT* r^  rsr
iSngOC
The diagram above has been simplified to show onl^ the 
tx^iplet-tr’iplet transition© required fox" the oaleulationc 
The level© associated with the m û  states 
are drawn accOTatel^ i^ o The level is placed
on a sliding scale and the three F level© on a fixed 
scale, Measm^ement i© made along the ^  axis mntll 
a fit is obtained for the (f ) (f ) transitionso
9ëc
At this stage the level Is adjusted to fit the 
third triplet-"triplet tz^ansitiono OMe eeparatlbn 
 ^2ip l0 then foimd using the same unltBo This 
value (l4pOOOem*"*0 Is equal to IB B and hence B can he 
found (9BB The distance along the ^  axis is
then found (o9BB units) and the value of Dq calculated 
(8 6S0O The value of for the gaseous ion
is 1041 and hexiee the value of ^  is 985 Do 90o1041
The following tables siHamaPis© the x^esuits of 
this and similar calculations carried out for ether and 
nitromethaneo Since the data on benzene solution© 
ai»e not so complete because of the low ©oluhilitsr of 
some of the solutes5 a comparison study on thi© solvent 
could not he made.
Compomâ
A
(m O
Ether
B ^  
(k; (idt)
co(dt)ci04 to go 800 “ Oc 75 97âS
ao(Gl)OaOoOFs ?o?0 855 Oo76 9o40
Go(Gl)BF4 ?o89 076 Oo 60 @0 66
Go (0104)3 80 00 860 Oo77
Go(OaG= OB's )a 8, 59 085 Oo88
Go(BF4.)a
(E 5£^ cra” .^ kK 1000 o n )
0,88
Go as 
0, 85
aS5nC^VSj$I*F5CF«jK5ï3î ^
96c
•"> ■^ Ta
(a) The B tralites calculated for eoTaalt (ll) are
based om the positions of three transltiomso
8“9 g 000cm ^
16-18,OQOcm"^
-> '^ ■ri„(P) S0-Slç,000ein“^
The last two transitions frequently occur in cloeo 
proximity so that the observed band consists of a main 
pealc and a shoixlder. The exact position of the 
shoulder is somewhat difficult to assess and thus B 
and/J values for cobalt are tentative in magnitude 
but not in order of magnitude.
The shoulder was not observed in the spectra 
of cobalt (ll) blsperchlorat0 jî bietrifluoroacetate or 
bistetrafluoroborate solutions in nitromethaneo
........  M eia^Iâl icJceljCll). __ __
Gompotnjû Ether litpomethane
A B M A B
(MC) (K) (isK) (K)
m (  01)0104 0 c 16 980 Oc 95 8 . SS 940 Oc 90
Hi(Cl)OaG. GFs 8 c 35 967 Oo 93 80 50 1 0 0 0 Oc90
Ii{Cl)BP4 80 63 933 0,90 0 c 80 933 Oc 90
1 1 (0 1 0 4 ) 3 7c 51 948 Oc 90 80 60 90S Oo 94
m(02CcCPs)a 7c SO 947 0o91 80 70 967 Oc 93
li(,BBV)2 8c 93 955 Oo 98
97c
Oompoizad BUher 
^  H  Æ  
(MÎ) (E)
îîi tx’0!aethG5ï<s 
^  B /$
( m O  Ü 0
17o1 745 Oo 01 
17o 1 748 Oo 81 
I6 0  7 748 Oo 81
G3?(Ci04>3 
GPtOgO. GFs )s 
■ O&HBF4 )s '
X6 . 0 71S Oo 78 
I6 0  B 730 Oo 80
<xrt
G?'(OaG« OF3 )s/ Benaene A  s= 16& 9
B s 7S0 
^  SÎ Oo SS
Fox» cobalt (ll) and nickel (ll) aoiutionsp there 
ia an increase in Dq value© In the order 010^ "" - • 
O^GoGFs” < Thex"»© %b also a aignificant Imereaae
in the splitting enes?gy as the solvent changes from 
ether to nltromethane, ’Biis may be explained on the 
basis of increasing dielectric constant on going from 
ether to nitromethane^ the more polar solvent having 
a greater p@rtm»hlng influence on the metal ion,
The coOTesponding valtxe© for octahedrally co­
ordinated xmtQX^ molecules attached to the three ions 
studied are given in the table below.
A B
a’T?:rrtafTi-Br-fVrfr33*jvri-3*T*''—Vr:rr,-y:^-g~t=i-=^^
/ S
6H3O 80 6 940 0o89
(6F") ?oS 960 Oo91
G0®':<- 6HaO 9o3 6t>
GP®''’<- 6HaO 17,4 788 Do 79
(0F”) I60B 880 0o89
ünits a© before^
9 0 0
Comparaison of the values for the systems studied 
In this projectp places these systems in the same region 
of the apectrochemical series as water* but above the 
fluoride ion. The A  values ealoulated in the present 
work may contain contributions from both the solvent 
and anlonso It is not possible to determine accurately 
the extent to which the total splitting is affected by 
each perturbing entity^  since it is not knownp with 
absolute certainty$ the method or magnitude of anionic 
co-ordinati on,
From they# valuesp it may be deduced that the 
systems studied in the present work lie above fluoride 
ion and water» but below cyanide ion in the nephelauxetic 
series of ligands (79),
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The changes in the absorption spectra of copper 
(ll) solutions (prepared by metathesis)paccompanying 
the addition of the approps»iate silver saltp were 
measuredo Analysis of the solution gave the weight© 
of copper and chlorine present, A standard solution 
of silver salt in the same solvent was then prepared. 
Aliquots of silver salt solution were added and? after 
filtration y the absorption spectrum measured, Tîii© 
last step was repeated mit11 no further change occurred^ 
Titx»ation beyond this point resulted only in a reduction 
in optical density« The position of the maximum 
z'^emained unaltered. The final positions of the bands 
have been 5?eported prevlousl^r in this chapter.
It v/as realised that this method has failings.
In effectp this technique measured the appearance of a 
peak due to the bis-perchloratey -trifluoroacetate or 
"^tetrafluoroborate as well as the simultaneous dis­
appearance of the band due to the corresponding chlos»0‘== 
compound. When the two bands were close together^ the 
maximum observed contained contributions from both 
species.
lOOo
BlBca the ^ meuto values for the haEds were similar 
the mœlrmm would he expected to shift lu ari approxl- 
mately liuear manner as the titration prooeededo \%ere 
the two hands, were further apart p it was found wer^ r 
difficult t© assess the exact position of the mæslmumo 
It may he recalled that d-d transition© in Gu(ll) 
solutions appear as broad bandsp An example of a 
graph showing linear shift of the maximum 1b shown below:
Am//} Too  moles Ag salt 
for Cu(Cl)©sOcOP^ in ether
© 0, loOBo
Moles A§Oa Go GF^ added
% o  report© (lOl) claim the formation of complex 
per chlorate oompoundSs Oogo I,l%n(Gl04 )s g WH4 Al(GlG4 9 
in liquid sulphur dioxide and consequent isolation of 
the solid by evaporation of the solvento
‘Hie formation of simila?? complexes in the p©p-^ 
ehlorate solutions described in this project should he 
readily recognised in the electronic absorption spectra^ 
Since n© further change in the maxima talce© place on 
titration of the perchlorate solutions with silver 
perchlorate after the equivalence point is reached^ 
it must he concluded that anionic perchlorate complex 
formation does not occur in these solution©»
The following table summarises the results for 
copper (ll) solutions» The equivalent of silver salt 
required for complete removal of chloride ion is 
calculated at the paint at which no further change in 
the spectrum is oh served»
Anion Moles Silver Salt to Bqulvalemee
Ethax* Beasene Hltromethaae
(ci)cao4“ 1.08 (b) lo 08
(Cl)OsGo GFs” 1.01 1. 04 1.06
(gîJ b f -^" 1.08
(a)
1.06
(a) This value was calculated from the weight of silver 
chloride produced on addition of ail vex® tetrafluoro-^- 
horate in ether» It may he recalled that copper (ll) 
histetrafluorohorate is insoluble in ether and hence 
titration with silver salt results in a clear solution 
containing no copper at equivalence»
lOSc
(b) It was not found possible to measure the ohanges 
in the spectrum of this solution since decomposition^ 
to give a dark precipitate and a clear solutiong was 
occurring throughout the titration»
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Ib to Inveetigate the relationship between
the chloroperchloratesp chlorot5?ifiuoroacetatea and 
chlox®©tetrafIuo5?oboratea and the corresponding bl@- 
coBpomdSg conductivity experiment© were carried out 
in nitromethane solution» It is well^lmoim that the 
conductivity of a solute in a non-^aqueouB solvent is 
subject to variation on standing (lOîB)o Since the 
measurements carried out were subject to some time 
delay between stepsp it was not possible to measure 
accurately the molar conductivity of the solutes 
used during the testa» Tli© figures quoted are 
therefore relative conductances»
It was believed that titration of the solution of 
00 go copper (1 1 ) chlorotrifluoroacetate in nitromethanep 
using a solution of silver trifluoroaoetat© in the same 
solventp might s îio y it a change in conductance when all 
the cliloro'^species was converted to bistrifluoroacetatec 
Since the results from the spectroscopic titrations 
showed the absence of anionic percliilorato-complex 
format1onp It is assumed that an Increase in conductivity 
after the equivalence point would be due to the presence 
of silver salt»
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GoïiTOr'sion of copper (ll) tn salts of the type 
Ou(ci)X to Giüfa in mltromethane resifltad in conduot- 
ivity plots which were very similar to each others The 
solution of silver salt added was made approzlmately 
ten times the strength of the transition metal salt 
solution in order to minimise dilution effeetso A 
typical graph i© shown "belowo
Oonductanee vso molee Ag ©alt 
for Cu(G1)0104 in Ni tr©methane'
mo mho
/
loi
Oog loO loB
Stoles A g O l O ^ added
Results from the copper (ll) solutions in mltr©methane 
are summarised In the tahleo The graphs of conductance 
vso added ©liver salt were similar in all three caaeso
10B<
Compound
Holes Silver Salt 
to Bqiilvaleaee
o«(c i )g.io ,^
Gvi(G3.)OaGoGIi'3
Gu(Ol)BP<»
lo OS
loOS
loOS
Attempts were made to repeat theme conduetivity 
titration© using ethei? as aelvemto The pattern of 
the plots wae identical to those already descrihed 
although the values of oonduetanoe were much lowero
Similar ezperimenta carried out on the nioltel (ll) 
and cohalt (ll) chloro-perehloratesp «-trifluoroacetates 
and -tetrafluorohorates In nltromethane gave results 
which confirmed the presence of an equilibrium mixture 
in solutiono The results are summarised in the tab3.es
Aïiioin
Moles Silver Salt to lUguiv^enco
Gobait (ll) Nickel (11)
(ciXcio^) Oo 74 OoGS
(0 1 )(02Go GFs)a 0= 7 7 Oo 08
(C1)(BF4) Oo 7 2 0o81
Conductivity measurement© in mltromethane have been 
used to establish the number of lohs present in soiutiono 
{71, 69 )o
I06o
Molar conductivity value© o f 170*’200 and 
^250 Mhoo om^ ’o are talcen to indicate the presence
of Islp Is2 and 1:8 electrolytes reepeotlvely» The 
0^11 used in the present work was designed to measure 
relative conductivities and would require some 
modification befox^e it could be used for accurate mol&ir 
conductivity detenainationso It would be ixiteresting 
to examine solutioxis of transitioxx metal ©alts of strong 
acids in nitromethane ae the result© could furnish 
important evidence a© to the role of the anion in co- 
ordisaationo
3,07.
Is£sâs£®â_Ssâ£diSSssAiE 
TQxe lDfra-r@d spectra of the solid trlfluoro- 
acetates have been measured in the region 4000-400cm^^ 
in the hope that an investigation of the oax%oxyle^te 
group vibration© would yield ©ome information a© to the 
nature of the bonding of the metal to the tr»if3.uoro«^  
acetate groupo
The presence of ^>1 halogen atoms in an organic 
acid causes the carbonyl stretching vibration to move 
to higher freqtiencieSÿ the magnitude ©f the shift 
increasing with increasing electronegativity of the 
halogen atom (l05o)
When ionisatioxx occurs isx a carboxylic acids the 
characteristic carboxylate absorption a t 1 7 8 0 c m  
disappear»© and is replaced by two bands arising from 
the eymmetrical and ©©ymmetrlcal stretches of the GOO"" 
groupo These bands xxorraalXy occur in the regions 
1610-1 and 1400-lS00cm'^^ corresponding to the
antl^symmetrical and symmetrical vibrations of the GOO™ 
group respectivelyo
Metals can co«-cx»dixxat© to a carboxyl group in 
several ways :
XO0O
0 M 0 0 M 0
\  /  \
M * } G G M / G y* G
^  \  />'
0 0 0 M « 0
(a) (b) (c) (a)
The Btructure of ©odium formate ha© been shown by
anaiysi© to be form (a)o Lithium acetate di- 
hydrate eosxtain© different C-0 bond length© indlcatixxg 
struotxire (b)o ^ine acetate dihydrate has been r #  orted 
to be type (e)(l06)o It is possible that some anïiydroue 
acetates ©ogo chromium (ill) acetate have this etruotureo 
The arrangement of the oxygen atoms of the carboxyl groups 
round the chromium ion in an octahedral confIguratloxx 
satisfies the normal eo'-ordination nmiber of the metalo 
Btx^uetm”© (c) ha© been foimd present (l07) in the dimer©p 
chromium (il) acetate monohydrat© and copper (ll) 
acetate monoîiydrateo
In the copper (ll) compomidp both oopper atom© 
are isx ^octahedral ' enviroximentSo Eaoh copper atom 
occupies OXX0 of the axial Bites of the other octahedrons 
the other axial sites being filled by the water mole- 
culeso
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e
^ HaO
O - Oxygen
o SÏ Garb OB
üopper (11) aeetate monohyâpate.
The equatorial pôsltiomB are filled by oxygen atoms 
from the carboxyl groupa forming 0-0-0 bridgea between 
the two copper atomso Metal-metal bonding has been 
described, for the above dimers and this is supported by 
the magnetic moments of the copper (ll) complex (lo45 
Bo Mo) and by the diamagnetism of the chromium (ll) 
compound (118)« Silver heptafluorobutyrate has also 
been shown to be type (d) (8) and it is possible that 
silver trifluoroacetate has a similar structurée
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Assuming free rotation of the trifluoromethy1 groups 
the symmetry of the acetate and trifluoroacetate ions is 
GaVo The lack of symmetryg together with the com- 
plications arising from the mmher p f  atoms in the 
groups9 makes distinguishing between the structuï’^esa 
by examination of the spectra^ a difficult taskc On 
the other handg the spectra of a group of compounds all 
having the same ©trueture might he expected to show 
frequency shift© p in the GOO*" vibrations p as the metal 
is changed»
*Bie asymmetrical and symmetrical GOO"" vibrations 
recorded for the trifluoroacetates studied in the 
present work are given in the table helowq Frequencies 
are reported in cm »
(goo™) Vibrations of Transition Metal
Me'fial
Mn(ll)
ao(ll)
Gu(ll)
Gr(lll)
GU
V  ae(cOO“)
1696(®)p 1655(b ) 
1660(hr) 
l?IO(s)p 1670(a) 
1690(8)p 1660(8) 
1680 (s)
1666(hr)
1676(hr)
1681(a)p 1620(s)
V's (GOO")
M S B  (m)
1440 (m)
144S (m)
14Y8 (la)
1449 (m)
1465(m), MSO(m) 
M S B  (iii)
1465(ffi)!,14S5(m
mecliTOp bp » broaa, sh s shoulder)
Ill
Vibrations of other Trifluoroacetatee
Compound ^  as (GOO'") ^8(000“) G ™ 0 stro
iig(l)
AgH
Ma
îl
Rh
Gb
Free acid 
Ethyl ester 
Anhyd3?ide
1677(s), 1686(8 
1686(8) 
1678(s) 
1676(a) 
1690(sh)1675(b ) 
1676(bi»)
1 14K)(m) 
143S(rfl) 
1445(m) 
1445(ra) 
1425(m) 
X4S0(m)
1025 )
1780 <(108) 
1884,1818)
- Silver heptafluorobutyratec 
The asymmetrical GOO™ vibration in the spectra of the 
transition metal trlfluoroacetates gives rise to very 
broad bands almost all of which show considex^able 
splitting» In contrastp the corresponding bands 
from the alkali metal salts are.much more narrow» The 
only indication of any splitting is found in the 
presence of a shoulder at 1690am in the rubidium 
salto Makamoto et al (109) studied the carboxyl group 
vibrations of a number of metal sï^  te of carboxylic 
acldSo From their results, they conclude that the 
positions of the vibrations of carboxyl group do not 
follow an Irving-Williams order of metals» Because of 
the splittings in the asymmetric vibratioBy it is 
difficult to draw any conclusions on the metal tri»
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trlfluproaeetates studied»
The trifluoremethyl group gives rise to a series 
of bandB In the region l^OO-lGOOom™^» In addition to 
these9 three strong pealm are observed below lOOOem™^ 
in the spectra of all the triflubx^baoatates studiedo- 
The position© of these peak© are tabulated below» 
Infra-red spectra in the region 900-700GmT^
■ “ I  " B ...... G i
Metal C-G ©treteh syîiioOlsîs &0f. defo-
0
Ma(lX) 847 796 765, 726
Go(ll) 856 798 750
Mi(ll) 850 798 756
Ou(ll) 860 798 780
868 798 722
Or(111) 846 798 724
Pe(lll) 860 798 , 726
Ag(l) 850 700 727
Me 845 80S 722
K 885 808 722
Kb 888 803 720
Gb ' 886 80S 722
AgH B.21 761 721
Gll-Cf^ 865 798 727
i l 6 <
The aBBignments of these hands are tentative» From 
a study of trifluor-'oaoetic acid (llO, 120), partial 
assignment was made for bands in the region 850-600qm
and these are listed belov/s
-1825 QÏÛ - eymraetrical G-G stretch,
708 - Cf' ^  déformâtioBo
The band appearing640 cm" in the trifluoroaoatateB 
studied is asBigned to the former vibratlouo Bellamy 
and Branch (l2l) studied a number of compounds con­
taining the GFs-GF grouping and assigned a band at
750 cm to a GFs symmetrieal deformat ion» Boos and 
IsOi^ci (157) studied the infra-red spectrum of per- 
fluoroacetyl fluoride and found that this last-named 
vibration gave rise to & hand at 760 cm""*"» The spectrum 
of silver heptafluorohutsa-ate shows a hand at 761 cm" 
which must also he esslgned to the CFs deformation»
By comparison of the spectra of the trifluoroaeetatea 
shown in the table, hand ( B ) 7 9 0 c m , is assigned to
this vihratioAi and hand (c) 720 to the G ^
’ 0
defomatlono
The above deseriptionB are app%?o%lmate and serre 
only to label the three hands which appear in this 
regi on»
It is Imyfiediately o'bTious that there is a marked 
almilarlt^F between the divalent traxiBltlon raetal tri- 
flmoroaoetates in all three vihrationso A comparable 
grouping can be made which inqludee the allmli metal 
triflx^oroaeetateso There are^ howevers significant 
differences between the two groiwpso These differences 
may be baBed on the position of the G %  group vibration
(b )o The following table showing separation of the 
three bands serves to illustrate this pointo Figures 
are in
1 Metal A “ B B - C
Mïi(ll) 48 61
Co(ll) 50 65
M(ll) 55 6 2
Gu(ll) 60 6 2
gn(ll) BY YO
Sîa 40 85
K 55 80
Rb 80 81
G6 B2 ao
llGo
A polynmclear s true tor© hae been siiggested for 
eopper (Xl) biatrifluoroacetate (lll)o If this i© the 
oBBOç it would he reasonable to suppose that the other 
divalent transition metal trlfluoroaeetate© have similar 
struütureBo Thesep in turng will differ from the 
struetore© of the alkali metal trlfluoro-aoetatea 
which may be oi^mldered as purely ionieo
The infra-red spectra of copper (1 1 ) bxstetra- 
f].uo%'dborate and bishe^afluoroantimonat© have been 
measuredo These solid© were unfortunately m:bied with 
silver chloride because of the method of preparation but 
the latter compound does not interfere with the Bpectrao 
copper (1 1 ) bistetrafluoroborat©
In the free tetrafluoroborate ion wMeh has %  
symmetryg two bands normally appoaro The asymmetric 
B-F atretehgV p results in a strong broad band in the 
region 1150-1000 and the asymmetric berndg"^  4.9 in a
<r *5
weaker o Both these bmd^i may be ©lightly
split due to the presence of the two isotopes of boron 
(llB) or to site symmetryo A third band is often 
observed YYO due to the symmetric B->F ©tretohg'^
but this is very weak g being normally infra-^red Inactive^ 
When the tetrafluoroborate group is covalently bonded to 
a metal atomp the symmetry of the group is reduced to 
Gsv or Gav depending on whether the group acts as a
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mono- or bidentate ligand respeotivelyo The effoet 
of this change in symmetry is observed clearly on 
examination of the infra-red spectrum^ TheVs band 
split© into a number of eomponentSp the  ^band become© 
clearly Imfra-red active and the ^ 4  band moves to lower 
frequency (l4)o.
TheV^. band observed in copper (ll) bistetrmfluoro- 
borate is split into two components at 1080p 1050 
A medium band appear® at Yf30em“ ‘^ which can be assigned 
to the mode and a strong g broad band is observed at 
^  510 This last band is unresolvedo While the
splitting of t h e b a n d  is not so evident a© in trl- 
methyl tin tetrafluoroborate ( 14^89 )? it maybe concluded 
that some covalent bonding occurs between the tetra^ - 
fluor Ob orate group and the coppero
The'^3 vibration for the SbF^ "* Ion is observed 
(189) at 660 cm™'o In trimethyltln hexafluoroantimonate 
(14) this band is resolved into three components at 
675ÿ 656 and 640 In the spectrum of the copper
eompoundp splitting occurs to give two band© at 656 
and 684 cm""" c It was difficult to find any trace of 
the band between 480 ^ 440 assigned (l4) to the V 4"
modeo Some interaction between the metal and the hexa- 
fluoroantimonate group is however indicated by the 
splitting of the ^ 3  ban do
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MàiaeisLft-stMlea
Magnetic measurements have been used in inorganic 
chemistry mainly to investigate valency and stereo­
chemical problem© in transition metsl complexeso Tl%e 
presence of impaired electrons in the metal ion leads to 
paramagnetism which can be detected and measured by a 
variety of methodso The information which can be 
obtained from investigation of the magnetic propartiee 
of transition metal compound© 9 iSg of course9 dependent 
on the accuracy with which the measurements can be mad@c, 
TMsp howeverp must be coupled with the interests of 
the investigator who may be concerned only with a large 
alteration in magnetic moment on changing from one 
stereocheraiBtry to anothero
Several recent and excellent reviews cover the 
subject of magnetooheraistry (ll6 pllY)c
In the present work^ magnetic measurements have 
been made both on the solid trifluoroaeetates which have 
been isolated? and on some of the solutions described in 
Chapter lo This investigation^ together with the data 
from the electronic absorption spectra^ would give g it 
was hopedy a confirmation of the stereochemistry proposed 
for the compounds studiecU
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(a) .SeliiiMS
(a) .SeliiiMS.
Measurement of magnetic suscoptlbllitlea of the 
solution© of paramagnetic ions was made by the method 
of Fvana (ll8 )o The position of a line in the proton 
resonane© speotrim depends on the bulk susceptibility 
of the medium in which it is situatedo For an inert 
substance in solution^ the shifts caused by paramagnetic 
lone are given by?
■41 «m Ê Æ
H S K
A dilute solution of a paramagnetic substance 
containing about 2fp of an inert reference (©«go 
tetramethyl silane).is put into a nuclear magnetic 
resonance tube together with a capillary containing ' 
the solvent and the same concentration of reference^
On spinning the tube9 two proton resonance lines will be 
obtained from the tetramethyl silanco These lines are 
obtained because of the difference in volume suscept- 
ibility between the solution and the solvent with the 
line from the former lying at higher fregueneyo The 
mass susceptibilitypY 9 is then given by s-
I  A £  Hj. Y  +  Y  .
f m o ^ 0  m
wheres A  f is the separation between the two lines in
-1cyeleSo sec,
f is the freqtieney at which the proton resonances
1
are being studied^ in cyclesp sec
m is the mass of substance In X mlo of 
solution9
o is the mass susoeptibility of the solventp 
do is the density of the solvent^ 
ds l8 the density of the Bolutioin 
Proffl the value of'X'p the magnitude of the mole- 
cular Buseeptibility can be calculated by simply 
multiplying by the molecular weighto After correction
for diamagnetic susceptibilityg the resulting value 
1b ©ymboliBed^C^jjjo This in turn is related to the 
magnetic moment9#  eff9 by the formula?^
I
K, m ^ T Bohr Magnetons 9
where T i© the temperature in
The spinning alde-bands which jX^equently appear 
tend to make the spectra ©vercomplicatedo These side 
bands can be recognised by altering the spinning ratco 
This changes the frequency at which these bands appear 
but leaves unaltered the signals from the solution 
and solvento
180,
( 3.)
iknion B’Sheï* Beszeme
(Gl)(0 1 0 4 ) So 06 Bo Mo lo84 Bo Mo
(OÎO4 lo 91 Bo Mo 3.0 9S Bo Mo
(Ol)(OaC=GPs) lo70 Bo Mo <0.6 BoM. 3 .0 86 Bo Mo
(OaC.CFs)2 I0 6 S Bo Mo <0.8 Bo Mo' ■ lo 78 Bo Mo
(G3.)(BF4) <0.6 Bo Mo oro. <0.8 Bo Mo
(BF4)a - — <0,5 Bo Mo
The ether and nitr©methane solutions ©how magnetic 
moments within the range experimentally found for 
The bensene solution© of the ohlo5?o-trifluoroacetate 
and bistx^ifluoroacetate gave virtually no shift of the 
solvent peaîco The solution© of these compounds in 
bensen© were of similar strengths to the corresponding 
ether and nitromethane ©olutionsa Thus the absenee of
a shift was not due to dilutiono Even when the scale
factor was reduced to Oo SB cop«Bo per unit (the maximum 
expansion possible)» it was extremely difficult to 
measure any separation of the peakso It must he con­
cluded that very weakly paramagnetic (<0„8 Bo Mo) or 
diamagnetic species are present in solutiouo
miv
This is somewhat swpx’iBing since the solid compound^ 
copper (ll) bistrifluoroacetate^has a ûiagnetic moment 
of lo 81 Bo Mo copresponding to one unp©.ix''©d ©lectooxxo 
Low results obtained from the tetrafluoroborate 
solutions in ether and mitroaiethane also may be due to 
diamagnetic or weakly paramagiietie species although the 
magnetic moment of solid coppex^  (ll) hlstetrafluor©- 
borate is not knowno
Recently the temperature-dependence of the magnetic 
moment of copper (ll) bistrifluoroacetmte hm been 
investigated (lll)o The author© suggest that9 unlike 
copper* (1 1 ) acetate monohydrate9 which has been shown 
(lOY) to be dimeric9 the bistrifluoroacetate is more 
polymerico The increased sepax^ ation of the copper (ll) 
ions resislting from this polymerisation is regarded 
a© explanation of the hiormal’ magnetic moment of lo81 
Bo Mo compared with lo 48 Be Mo found in the acetate mono- 
hydrate® A remarkable change must take place on 
dissolving the ehloro- and bis-trifluoroaeetates of 
copper (1 1 ) in benaen©o
In a recent review (ll9) on copper (ll) compound© 
with subnormal magnetic moment©c, it ha© been suggested 
that there are two'possible mechanism© by v/hich magnetic 
moments can be decreased®
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(i) Fouratom bridges
( l l )  M o n o ato m ic  b rid g e© ®
T yp e  ( i )  i s  fo t in d  m a in ly  I n  c o p p e r  ( l l )  c a r b o x y la te s p  
©o go th e  a c e t a t e  m osiohydrato  w h ic h  i©  a  d im e r  
Gus (OgOo Gïfa ) 4 o SHaOo The f e a t u r e  o f  t h i©  ty p e  o f  
oom pom d i a  e a r b o x y la t e  b r id g in g  b e tw e e n  th e  two c o p p e r  
atomso T h is  e f f e c t  b r in g s  th e  c o p p e r  atom s i n  c lo s e  
p r o x im i t y  ( 64A.) a n d  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  th e  two m e ta l
a tom s b r i n g  th e  m a g n e t ic  moment d o m  to  a  v a lu e  o f  
lo 4 S  B®Mc ( a  s i m i l a r  m echanism  r e n d e r s  t h e  c o r re s p o n d in g  
O r ( l l )  Gompoimd v i r t u a l l y  d ia m a g n e tlc o  T h i©  lo w  v a l.u e  
i s  v e r y  s u r p r is in g  b u t  t h e  in v e s t i g a t o r s  o f f e r  no  
e x p la n a t io n  ( 118)o),
Gompoimds o f  ty p e  ( l l )  in c lu d e  th e  p y r i d in e  H -oxside  
compleXj>GuGIa^ GqHsXîO (0oY5 B®M® c o p p e r  (ll) o x i d e ^
( 0oY8  )^  a n d  p o ta s s iu m  c o p p e r  ( l l )  f l u o r i d e 9 KGuFs^
( l o 5 8  BoMo)o I n  th e s e  com pounds9 d i r e c t  m e t a l - m e t a l  
i n t e r a c t i o n  i s  a b s e n t  o r  i s  l e s s  im p o r ta n t  as  a m echanism  
f o r  r e d u c in g  th e  m a g n e t ic  momento The in t e r a c t io n s )  i n  
t h i s  c a s e 9 o c c u rs  b e tw e e n  m e ta l  a tom s s e p a r a te d  b y  pne  
atom  w h ic h  may b e  a m onoatpm ic  a n io n  o r  th e  atom  o f  an  
a t ta c h e d  lig a n d ®  R e d u c t io n  i n  m a g n e tic  moment i e  due to  
a n  e x ch a n g e  m echanism  w o rk in g  a lo n g  th e  c h a in  o f  a to a so
l2Bo
The perovsklte stxaicture of KGuFs 9 containing 
chainsÿ seems specially suited to this type of 
mechanism (ll9 )o
The formation of dimeric or polymerie atr-uctureB 
In solution is more favoured in organic solvents than 
in water® In î^ squeous solutlonp breakdown to the 
monomeric hexahydrate ion is certain to occur® Two 
factors appear important in the ability of an organic 
solvent to affect the formation of dimeric molecules 
and also magnetic intex^ a^ction® These ares*»^
(i) dielectric constant
(ii) co-^ordinating power®
The power of a solvent to increase dimérisation - 
tendencies and magnetic interaction appears to increase 
with decreasing dielectric constant giving rise to the 
series?-
water® pyridine < methanol < ethanol9 acetonep 
(78.5) (18.8) (88.6) (84.8) (s0„7 )
chloroform < benzene < dioxaxiCp carbon
{4o8) (2oS) {2.2) {2o2)
tetrachloride < diethyl ether (ll9)
\ 4o 4 )
There are obvious anomalies to be observed in this 
series® It is surprising to find e® g® dloxcane listed 
close to ether if co-ordinating power can be considered 
to have a major of feet®
The magnetic moment of copper (ill) blstrifluox^o- 
acetate is little different in ether solution from that 
in the solid state® On the othex> handp copper (ll) 
forBiate has a magnetic moment- of 1® 64 B® M® in the solid 
state which alter© markedly (I0O6 Bol'î®) when dissolved 
in dioxane® Sine© the dielectric constant© ©f these 
two solvents are similar it is to be excpeeted that they 
will have similar* effects on the magnetic moment of a 
solid if the dielectric constant only is considered®
The oo-ordlnatlng power of the solvent must play 
an important part in determining the extent to which 
the magnetic moment is affected® Dioxane is much more 
strongly co-ordinating than ether and this may be the 
dominant factor in reducing the magnetic moment in the 
cases quoted® Benzene is listed in the series as being 
comparable with dioxane in effective power® This ie 
acceptable on the basis of their dielectric constants 
(dioxane bensene^S® 8 )® The method of co­
ordination of these two solvents is? howeverp markedly 
different and it would appear that the bonding mechan­
ism of benzene is comparable With the a-bonding system of 
dioxane in the ability to induce a reduction in magnetic 
moment®
12Bo
The pioture :ls therefore soEiewhat coEtpllcat.ed at 
the moment and is further hindered by the lack of 
structm^al evidence available on solid compounds with 
low magnetic moments®
It is possible that strong metal-metal interaction 
occurs In benssene solutions of the copper (ll) 
carboxylatee studied in this project® In the ether and 
nitromethane solutions of the tetx'^ afluor’oborateSÿ the 
exchange mechanism may be working® Until more work 
is carried out on the whole subject of low magnetic 
moments9 it will be difficult to assess exactly the 
true cause of the abnormalIty®
Magnigtic Moments of_pther...Bia-Trifluoroacetate Solutions
Metal j Ether Hi tr omethaTi e
Go(ll) 80 96 B. M. 4ol5 Bo Mo
Gi<lll) So 71 BoM, 80 98 Bo Mo
Hi(ll) 3. 84 B, M, So 07 Bo Mo
Mn(ll) Bo 8. ' Bo Mo Bo 5 Bo Ho
As with the eorrespondiaig copper (ll) examples9 these 
solutions contain metal atoms which have magnetic moments 
corresponding to high-spin octahedral configurationso 
Thi© confirms the interpretation of the electronic 
absorption spectra of the solutions®
ISÜo
The magnetlo moments of the ©olid trifluoro- 
acetates wer©measured using this method® Samples were 
packed into a tube fitted with a ground glass stopper 
in order' to exclude molsture® The standard used was 
mereurlo cobal11 thlooyanat@ g Hg[Qo(GHB)^^. ]o 
ISSlM4e_lgiiniB™Bg,_3^
Gompoimd SpiSî.=.Oïllf 
valu© (B.Mo)
Raag© Fouma 
(B. IL )
Oï?(OaCo GFs h So 06 ■ So 00 8.7 » 8.0
y&iOsGoGWsh 5o 72 BoSS 8.7 - 6.0
miOsGuGS'sh Bo BO 8.98 0.06 - 6.10
0o(0sGoCF3)a 4o 66 8.08 4.8 - 5. S
M(OaGoCFs )s Soli 8. 88 a. 8 8.8
Ou(0aG,GFs)a lo 80 1.78 1.7 - So g
Jil
G»
^OaGcGFs
1.78 1. 78 —
The magnetic momenta are in good agreement with the 
concept that the complexes are hlgh^spin (weak field) 
octahedral eompoimda®
ll
iBiisat,
The electronic absorption spectra of the etherg 
hensene and nitromethan© solutions of transition 
metal perchlorates9 trifluoroaeetates and tetrafluor©-- 
borates ere consistent with the eonoept that the 
metal atoms in solution are in octahedral environ- 
mente® Because of Jahn-^Teller distortionp variations 
from strictly octahedral symmetry are to be expected® 
This ia especially marked in copper (ll) and less 
noticeable in ©«go titanium (ill) and iron (ll)®
The effect of different solvents on the 
absorption spectra of a given metal ion has been 
studied by many workerso The values of â-pwhich can 
be calculated from the position of d-d bandspplace 
the ligands relatively in the speetrocheraieal series® 
The factors which contribute to the magnitude of ^  
have already been mentioned® Since the purely 
electrostatic perturbation contributes least.to the 
total ©olittingp it would seem that an explanation 
of the increase in values o f ^  on moving from ether 
to nitromethane based on an increase in dielectric 
constant («^4 for ether 9 ^^56 for nitromethane) 
would be 8 simplification although both possess 0 
lone pairs®
The position of benzene in this ''spectrooheEiical 
eeriee^ Xb rather imcertaih» In some Instancesp It 
may he rasil^ ed with ether ©rad this would be in accord 
with its dielectrio eonstant i ^ 2)o In other caeosp 
the A  values are remarkably different p ©og® in Tl(lll)®
It is not reasonable^ howeverp to compare two systems 
having markedly diffe??ent bonding properties® It :1b 
well-kno^TB that fr-^ bonding has a drastic effect on<^valueso 
The balance of the two opposing contributions from metal- 
ligand and ligand-metal -r-bonding will be a enltlcal 
faotor in the f :l.nal value of &  ®
The spectra also show anion dependence and it would 
seem that some measure of covalent bonding between the 
anlpn and the metal ion occurs in solution®
The volatility of anhydrous cuprie nitrate was first 
shown by Addison and Hathaway It was shown later
that mercuric and ferric nitrates behaved similarly 
(115) although nitrates of nickel g ssincj) cobalt g etc® did 
note Since oupric and ferric pei^chlorates are volatile 
(105)g it would be reasonable to suppose that they can 
existg in the vapour phasep as moleculeso If this is 
true9 then some degree of covalent bonding must exist 
between the perchlorate group and the metal ion® This 
is not normal for the perchlorate ion since most per­
chlorates have been considered purely ionie®
The perchlorate ion is tetrahedral ©ndg if covalent 
bonding ia preaeatp co-ordination could be expected to 
occur through one (moaodentate)or two (bideatate) oxygen 
atoms of each perchlorate group® From a study of the 
infra-red spectra of hydrated and anîiyd5?oua perchlor­
ates (lOS)g Hathaway and Underhill concluded that the 
perchlorate group acted m  a bidentate ligand® Tim 
seme authors reported the results of a study of 
01 (^0104)3 and Gu(B?4 )a in methyl cyanide and ethyl 
acetate solut1ons(104)® They suggest that in methyl 
cyanide solutions<> the copper ions are solvated by six 
solvent raoleouleso In ethyl acetate^ it is proposed 
that solvation9 by four moleeules of solventp occurs on 
the equatorial plane and that the axial positions are 
oGoupied by weakly co-ordinated anions®
It seems reasonable to suppose thatp in solutions 
of anhydrous trmisition metal perehloratea and tetra- 
fluoroborates in weakly basic organic solventsp bonding 
occurs from the anions as well as from the solvent 
moleculeso From the inriis^ a-^ red spectra of the trl- 
fluoroaeetatesg it would appear that the bonding in the 
transition metal compounds differs from that In the 
alkali metal salts® Since the lia tter salts are almost
certainly ionic9 it be suggested that some degree
of covalent character exists in the metal-carboxyl bondSc
The s?eflect£mcc speotra of the solid trl- 
fluoroaeetatea indioate that the metal atoms in 
these Gompoimaa are ootahedrally oG-ordimatedo In 
the %l8-Gompoumds this may be achieved by aarbosylato 
b rid g in g ®  ' The ehl©ro=^e©mp©imde siay c o n ta in  c h lo r in e  
azid oarboxylate bridge©®
The existence in solution of specie© of the 
formula M(Gl)%g v;her© % i® the strong acid anionp has 
been established® Further evidence on this type of 
©©aipoimd has been fomid by Henry (l3,4) who has pre­
pared complexes of the type Gu( 01 )BF4 ® (%Phg g 
Gu(CI)BF4 ® (AaPW >4 and Cu(G1 )G1 0 4o (OsHcjOsP)^ where 
C^ H<fgOsP i© 4^ -metîiyl - 8 g6 pYg trioxa - I9 - phos- 
phabioyolo [BpSgBg octane]p by adding weak ligand© 
to copper ( 1 1 ) solutions ©btaixml by metathesis®
It is obvious that solutions such as are described 
in Chapter I have a useful place in some branches of 
syzithetio chemistry especially where weakly basic 
ligands are being used and also where anliydrou© 
conditions are siandatopy If complex formation is to 
take place®
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The ultra-violet and visible spectra o f  the 
melutloms were measured on an Optica 0M*o speetro-^ 
photometer using 1 om. ground-glass stoppered oeXl©®
For the Ti(lll) and Pe(ll) solutions g cells v/ere 
designed so that the spectra could be measured under 
nitrogen® Filtratlosi of the above mezitioned o@3.ution© 
was carried out under dry nitrogen® Dlagrame of the 
apparatus are given at the end of this section (Appendix 
l)o Optical densities in the region 60g000 - 10p000 
cm were checked using a Hilger Uvispek H YOOo 50Y 
BpectrophotometePo This procedure was necessary when 
the 100^ contx’ol of the Optica intrument was altered 
so that charge transfer bands were reduced in intensity 
and could be measured accurately along with the d^d 
t*rahsitionso Reflectance spectra were also measured 
on the Hilger instx^ OTent®.
8o
spectra in the region épOGO-éGOcm*"^ were measiu^ed 
using a Perkin-Elmer 186 Grating Spectrophotometer®
Mulls were prepared using Hujol or hexach3,orobutadiene 
and sample preparation and Diulling carried out in the 
dry-boxo
Bo
(a) SqljLtii,2nfô
Meaeurements were made on a Perkin Elmer 10 
apeetremeter at 40® 004 He aeco“\  . The epiming ©ample 
tubes had an external diameter of 5« 0 m.Mo ( 1® d® 6® 6 )
and the capillaries so constructed that the volume of 
liquid in the capillary was appx^oximately equal to the 
volume of solution in the asxnulus® The capillary was 
filled with ether containing ^  tetramethyXsilane or 
pure dry bensene ox" nitromethane® Ether solutions for 
magnetic measurements Yi?er© prepared by Rietathesi© using 
solvent containing the Internal reference so that the 
proton lines from the solvent and solution were of equal 
intensity® The samples were protected from moisture 
by means of a plastic cap®
(b) SSÜ&i
Preparation of the ©olid sample© 1b included in 
Chapter III® Magnetic measurementa were carried out by 
the Couy method® .An Oertling balance capable of weigh­
ing to 0® 01 mgo was used® The suD^le was packed into 
a pyrex capillary (So5 mm® internal diameter) fitted with 
a gr>ound glass stopper® .411 packing operations wore 
carried out in the dry-box® The specimen was suspended 
by an aluminium collar hanging on a nylon thread® The 
strength of the magnetic field was found by calibration 
with Hg[Co(0NS)4 Jo
18S.
Ghaziges lit oonduetlvity of the aolutlone were 
measured using a Wayne-Kerr Universal Bridge B® 881®
A ceil was designed to allow measurements to be made in 
non-acueous sol vents® A diagram of the cell la Bhoim
In .Appendix 11®
All titratiosi© were carried out in the dry-bozi®
The eell was filled with solution until the electrodes 
were covered® Aliquots of silver salt solution were 
added through the serum cap by means of a 5 ml® Eva 
AL- Micromatie syringe® The cell was thexi removed from 
the dry-box and the mixture stirred for one minute 
using a magnetic stirrer® The electrodes were connected 
to the bridge and the conductivity measuredo
M m M M m
Analyses of solids and solutions were carried out 
by, normal analytical methods® Analysis of the solutiosis 
was effected by pouring a measured aliquot on to 50 ml® 
water and boiling gently to remove the organic solvent^ 
followed by determination of the metal present®
Copper (ll) bistetr’afluoroborate and bis-hexa- 
fluoroantimonate were obtained and analysed in the 
following manner®
Wéo
The ethex" Bolutlon containiiag the chloro-eompomid 
was treated^ in the dry-boxg with the appropriate silver 
salt dissolved in ether imtll all the chloride ion was 
eonvertedo The mixed precipitate of ei],ver chloride 
and copper compound was filtered off using a weighed 
sintered erueihle and washed several times vlth dry 
ether® The crue lb la was then placed in a vactmm 
desiccator and the remaining solvent removed by pumping® 
Tlie crucible was reweighed and the copper compound 
washed Into a Bucîmer flaéc using several washes of 
distilled water® The crue lb le9 now containing only 
silver chloride9 warn dried and reweighedo The copper 
in the filtrate was estimated and the percentage copper 
calculated for the compound®
The corresponding cobalt (ll) and nickel (ll) 
bistetrafluoroborates were obtained in a similar maimer®
Ga3-cula'c©d fox» Gu(BF4 )s! Gm : S6. 8?â 
F o m d  Cu s BSoTfo,
Gm9-e-E.jLl3j._Bi8he%aflmgftantimom.ta
Caleixlated fog Ou( 89% )s Gn s 11.9^2 
Fomâ. G% : lOo B% .
lS5o
Galculated for Go(BF4 )n Go s 25.b%
Found Go s 24® é%o
Mick.©3.__ll.l)„M,8j;j^LmfluQro‘bôrat0
Calculated for Wl(BF4 )a Mi : 85®5%
Found Hi % 24® l?So
This was prepared by adding a slight excess of 
silver carbonate to hexafluorobutyric acid in a 
platinum crucible® After filtration^ the solution 
was evaporated to low bulk and allowed to erystalliseo 
The solid obtained was recrystallised from v/ater and 
dried by continuous puinping over phosphorus pentoxid© 
for 84 hourso The solid was then placed over phos-- 
phorus pentoxide imder vacuum for several days®
Calculated for AgOs0® G3F7 Ag t 55o6%
Found Ag : 85® 0%.
Anhvdrpi,%s_J;_rlfluorGA(^eto fôPditmo., pptaes.i.um®.
A3,l four aniiydrous salts were prepared by the same 
method® A slight excess of trlftooroacétic aoid was 
added to the metal carbonate in a platinum crucible®
The anhydrous salt© were then obtained as described for 
silver heptafluorobutyratoo Absence of hydroxyl peaks 
in the Infra-red spectra wa© taken to mean that anhydrous 
compounds had been obtain©do
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APPENDIX II
III
Frepapation of Aniiydreoiis Poj?cî^ lopateB;j 
T:«?ifXuo??oacofat6s and atrafI'lioroborat@a
In ox?dep to investigate the possibility of 
alternative methods for the preparation of the solutions 
deaerihed in Chapter I, attempts were made to prepare 
the arüiyclrous metal salts of the strong acids ,stud:ledt> 
The anhydrous eompoimdSp if available g would allow a 
much more simple route to solution preparation and the 
solutions so obtained could he oompared with those 
obtained by metathesis with regard to speotroseoplc 
and magnetic properties^ and solubility^
.In general the anhydrous salts are little imown 
"Whereas the hydrated forms are well estahXishedo
lo Perehlorates
The perchlorates of most metals are Imowng the 
majority in the form of the hydrat©o The preparation 
of such hydrates :1b  a simple procedure hut until 
recently few salts were known in the anliydrous states 
One notable exception is silver perehlorateo This 
salt is prepared by heating silver nitrate or silver 
oxide with a large excess of 72% perchloric acid (lB8)o
The salt forms a monohydrate which eon he dehydrated at 
48^Go Ai’diydrous silver perchlorate is extremely 
hygroaeopico ‘ Lead perchlorate trlhydrate wae converted 
to the anhydrous oompound by drying over phosphorus 
pentoxide over a prolonged.period (6T)o
The hydrated perchlorates of cobalt (ll)p copper 
(ll)p nickel (ll)? manganese (11)p chromium (ill) . 
and iron (ill) have been prepared hy reacting the 
metal oxideg hydroxide or carbonate with perchloric 
acido After reerystall 1 sa11 o n t h e  solid compounds 
were dried over phosphorus pentoxldeo The hydrates 
were then set over phosphorus pentoxide I n a vacuum 
desiccator and the vacuum maintained over several clays^  
It was found that it was not possible to remove all 
the water of crystallisation by this methodo Hydroxyl 
peaks still appeared in the infra-red spectrum of the 
solid samples even after two weeks standing under 
vacuuffio • .
'Addison and Hathaway (lEé) have prepared anhydrous 
copper (ll) perchloi^ate'by. the repeated reaction of 
nitrosyl perchlorate on copper (ll) perchlorate 
dihydrate. Purification by sublimation at BOO'^ G 
under vacuum was effected between each stage of the 
reaction. Zinc perchlorate has beexi prepared in a
similar manner (JLSB). oxide m e  treated with
nitrosyl perchlorate in vacuo at 180 - 190®Co It is
V,
claimed in the report that 99% pur© anhydrous ssino 
perchlorate was obtained* Moss (88) prepared copper 
(ll) and iron (ill) perchlorates by reacting silver 
perchlorate with the appropriate metal chloride in 
liquid sulphur dioxide as solvent. These compounds 
were similar in properties (volatilityp infra-red 
spectrum) to the corresponding perchlorates prepared 
by Hathaway and Underhi 11 ( 196). One major differexiea 
arose in that the latter authors imply that copper (ll) 
perchlorate did not dissolve in benzene. Removal of 
finely divided silver halide remains a problem in 
metathetical preparations as described by Moss (S8)o 
The perchlorates mentioned^ however*? sublime fairly 
readilyp thus providing a means of separation.
Removal of the organic solvent from g solution of 
an anhydrous perchlorate is an extremely hazardous 
operation although solutions of transition metal 
perchlox^ates In organic solvents such as nitro methane 
are readily available. Perchlorates are infamous for 
exploding when in contact with organic materialo 
Explosion occurred during the preparation of a 
saturated aethanolic solution of lead perchlorate (a^)*
MSo
Sv/apts (bo) prepared anhydrous copper (ll)p 
silver (l)p mercury (1)5 mercury (ll)? thallium (l)? 
‘barium (ll)? aitminiUim (ill) and nickel (ll) trl- 
fl'aopoacetatesp and the hydrated iron (ll) and iron 
(ill) BaltSo Of the anhydrous trifluopoacetates 
mentioned above? it Is claimed that the copper (ll)? 
ra05?cury (l)« alumlBium (ill) and xiiekel (ll) compounds 
are volatile. Moss (68) prepared anJiydroûs copper (ll) 
bistrifI'uoroacetat© by metathesis between copper (ll) 
chloride and silver perchlorate I n liauid sulphur 
dioxide. The salt could not be sublimed even at 
18.0^C/10 mm. ? although Swart s reports sublimât ion at 
180^C/lmm. without decomposition*
The trifluoroacetates of the metals described 
under perchlorates were prepared by methods similar to 
those used by Swarts (2i)* Copper (ll)? chromium (ill) 
BXktl nickel (ll) trifluoroacetates were obtained as the 
anhyd>?ous salts. The raraainder crystallised ^ with some 
difficnilty^as the hydrates. Total removal of the 
water of crystallisation could not be effected by 
pumplxig over phosphorus pentoxide except for the 
cobalt (11) and manganese (ll) saltB.
anhydrous first-“X?ow transition metal tetra- 
fluopobozmte ifô knoœ.o The silver salt has 'beexi 
prepared ( 3) and has beexi. mentlox^ed previously. Mobs 
(88) failed to prepare any anhydxr^ ous salts by metathesis 
in liquid sulphur dioxide^ The hexahydrates of most 
of the divalent metals of the first^row transition 
series are known and their structures defined(iBV).
These are readily ohtaixied from aqueous solution and the 
tetraflizorohorates of copper (ll) ? cobalt (ll) ? 
nickel (ll)? manganese (ll) have been prepared.
Ghromium (ill) tetrafluorohorate has also been obtained 
in the hydrated form. Again? phosphorus pentoxlde 
would .not remove all the water of crystallisation from 
these hydrates.
The ready availability^ of the hydrates provoked 
an investigation into possible methods of dehydration. 
Since it was not found possible to completely dehydrate 
by vacuum pumpixig over phosphorus pent oxide? attention 
was d.iz'^ ected towards (i) thermal decomposition and (ii) 
the use of 2?S dimethoxypropan©? a dehydrating agent 
which has become quite popular du5?ing the last few years,
1 llA
( î ) m e gjMi _.î>.ç3 c o m ? s;i.i;km
In view o:C the fact that silver perchlorate 
monohydrate can be dehydrated at 46^0? it might be 
supposed that the thermal décomposition of other , 
hydrated transition metal’ perehlorates would lead to 
anhydrous salts. Galoium perchlorate tetraliydrato? 
however? forms calcium chloride on heating thus showing 
a resemblance to the alkali metal pe)?chlorates(lB8).
Iron (ill) perchlorate decahytoate has been stated to 
decompose to ;fex=>.rle oxide? Fe^Os,(lS9)t> Other reports 
on the dehydration ©f perchlorates by therm si decom-» 
position serve only to indicate that the complete 
removal of water is a most difficult operation if 
destruction of the anhydrous salt is to be avoided.
A thermogravlmetric balance was used in order to 
investigate the decomposition of the hydrated per­
chlorates. Without exception? the removal of water 
was accompanied by either partial or total décomposition 
of the perchlorate ion. Even when the temperature 
was held constant at the initial dehydration point? 
continuous weight lose resulted.
Chromium (ill)? copper (ll) and nickel (il) 
triflizoroaeetates in the anhydrous state have been 
reported previous).y In this" chapter*
Vacuum dehydration over phosphozm^', pentoxide of the 
ir©-Ti(lll) cobalt (ll) and manganeiae (ll) hydrates 
resulted in the eoraplete dehydration of the last tv/o 
cojapoimcle.
The thermal deeompoBitioxi of all the t.r:lfIuo/?o- 
acetate hydrate© gave similar results to those obtained 
for the perchlorates? décomposition of the ^axxhydroue^ 
foz^m accompanying déhydration? although partial 
dehydration without decomposition could be effected in 
some casesc
The thermal .decomposition of a of hydrated
tetraf luoroborates has been reviewed by Sharp (iSO).
Divalent compomids of calcium?.zIna? magneslum? b ar1nm? 
strontium and cobalt give the anhydrous tetrafluoro- 
'borates* The alkali metal hydrates can he dehyd7?ated 
under vacuum at >?oom temperrature and the cobalt and 
sine compounds hy heating at .TO-80® and 60® respeetivelyc
Careful repetition of the thermal dehydration of 
cohalt tetrafluoro'borate gave a product which certainly 
contained the metal tetrafluorohorate in the anhydrous 
form hut which was contaminated with a decomposition 
product* This latter substance was almost certainly 
the fluoride since a red residue was obtained on shaking 
the mixture with nitromethane.
1.46 A
The mixture gave a broad absorption In the regloia 
1100-10000111*”“^' indicating the prese'nce of the tetra- 
fluoroborate group. Results for the other jtiydrated
tetrafluoroboretes were similar although? in the 
experiments v/lth the copper (ll) and nickel (ll) salts? 
only a very small proportion of the vdixture? obtained 
after thermal treatment? was found to he the e^ohydrou©
t e t rafluo r oh orate
Cià) DM^ .yclP.ation.J^/:.„g;g.„Mm^^^^
Irf.ey (iSl) reported the use of this dehydrating
agent? in drying samples for Infz^^a-red analysis in 195?. 
At 30®G? water reacts with 2?2 dimetho3r.ypropane to give 
acetone and methanol according to the equations-
(C%0)s Go (G%) % 0  -> 2 0 % OH (0% )« GO
The dehydrating properties of this reagent were in­
vestigated by Starke(ia2) who dehydrated ir.on (ill) 
chloride as a preliminary step in the preparation of 
iron (ill) nitriloethoxide? Pe(0G3%  ):gWo
Aluminium perchlorate nonahydrate has been 
dehydrated using 2?2? dimethoxypropane by Prams(186). 
The anhydrous salt was not isolated? complex formation 
with pyridine being used to separate the complex 
Al(0mcj3o 4GsH5iX
1 4 %.
The same authpr reports similar deiiydratiens with 
magnestaii perchlorate hexahydrate and lithium per­
chlorate dihydrate? again without separation of the 
anhydrous compound.
The preparation of dimethyl sulphoxide (OqHqSO)^ 
tetramethylene sulphoxide (G4%80)^ and pyridine H-oxida
(CsHaHO) complexes of cohalt (11)„ chromium (ill) and
/
nickel (ll) perchlorates of the general formula 
MLs(CIO4where x - 2 for cobalt (ll) and nickel (ll) 
and X - S for chromium (ill)? In which the first stage 
is dehydration by this reagent^has been reported by Meek 
et al(104)0 Several other reports on the use of 2?8 
dimethoxypropane as a dehydrating agent (?1? 16B)o 
combine with those already mentioned to illuminate one 
extremely important point. At no stage during the 
preparation of the complexes la the anliydrous material 
isolated* The reaction by-products (acetone and 
methyl alcohol) are well-known as solvating speoies and 
an obvious difficulty? in obtaining the pure anlAydrous 
compound? is the removal of the attached solvent 
moieculGG* Added to this la the danger of removing 
organic solvent from perchlorateso
ân Intez^ estiA'Ag article vms published recently (166) 
in which the preparation of anhydrous nickel perchlorate 
complexes with methanol and ethanol was 'reportedc '
Thé method involves dehydration with 2?2 dimethoxypro- 
pane or diethoxypropane as the initial stage. 
Precipitation of the aleohol-metal perchlorate complex 
is effected by addizig the solution obtained after 
dehydration? to a large excess of dry ether. Bo 
mention is gi%^ en to the properties of the solid complexes 
but It muet be assumed that they, are fairly hygroscopic 
since the physical meaeurementa (infra-red? ultra­
violet spectra) were carried out under anhydrous 
conditions*
In the present work? the hydrated perchlorates? 
trlfluoroaeetates and tetrafluoroboratee of copper (ll)? 
cobalt (ll)? manganese (ll)? nickel (ll) chromium (ill) 
and iron (ill) were treated with S?2 dimethoxypropane*
The solvent was z^ emoved from the trifluoz’oacetate and 
tatrafluoroborate samples by vacuum distillation* In 
all oasesp the solid sample obtained showed an infx^ a-red 
absorption? Y(0-H)? at 8860-6580 indicating the
presence of solvated methyl alcohol. (Solvated water 
absorbs at in [Bl(HaO)@ ][C104 ).
Attempts ' to remove this 'by heatizzg under vacuum alv/aye
resulted In some decomposition of the paieent oompoundo
In the ease of the perchlorates? it was felt that
the production of eoneentrated solutions was to be avoid*'
n
edp if possible. At attempt was made to preparre 
solutions in nitromethazze and benzene hy adding the 
appropriate solvent to the ohtainecl after
dehydration and then removing some of the mixture hy 
vacuum distillâtion* Repetition of this procedure? 
it was anticipated? would give a solution in pure nitro- 
methane or henseneo The composition of the distillate 
was analysed hy vapour-phase chromatography.
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Pï’epsE'èition of Solutions fx^oai Dehydratlom
■ Fro (Sue t s
Ab previously stated? the object of the work 
described in this chapter was to investigate a more 
simple route for obtaining the solutions described in 
Chapter I. As a general statement? the pz^eparation of 
solution© of transition metal perchlorates and tetra- 
fluoroborates was found more difficult than by. metathesis. 
Only in the case of the t^ rifluoroac’etatea was the task 
simplifiedo Solutions of eoppe.r" (ll)? cobalt (ll)? 
nickel (ll)? manganese (ll) and chromium (ill) trifluoro- 
acetates were readily available since the axihydrous 
material was easily obtainable from the hydrate.
For manganese (ll) triflizoroaeetate? this method 
was undoubtedly superior* It may be recalled thit the 
preparation of solutions of manganese (ll) salts took 
some two months to reach completiOBo
The solutions ..obtained from the trifluoroaeetates 
described above were epeetrosoopieally identical with 
the bis-trlfluoroacetate solutions reported In 
Chapter I«
I S L
In BO case did the solid? obtaixied from thermal 
decomposition of the hydrate? dissolve eoDijoletely Im the 
organic solvent* Even after repeated extraction? a 
considerable residue romained. T M b ? in itself? was 
not of paramount importance sizzoe the midis solved 
material was readily removed by flltratlOBo The 
following table sizmmarises the results .obtained* The 
symbol (t) is used to indicate that the solid product 
had dissolved In the solvent to give a solution which 
was spectroacopically similar to the corresponding 
solution obtained by metathesis. V&ere no solution 
was effected the symbol (o) is used*
Spliitio^sjerom
Gr^ "- Hi"So3.Id Product Boivent
E
1
O^ îGOF;.
M
E - Ether
B ^ Benzene
1' - El trome thane
The Bpectx^a of the solutions of some of the 
decomposition pj^oducts in Ailtromethane are eoiapered 
in the following table with the values obtained from 
solutions prepared by metathesis^in the region B5?000 - 
XOjOOOcm"’^'’. Msocima are quoted in x 3,0"*'^.
“■ ' 1
Compound RouteThermal 
Dec omp 0 s i 11on Metathesis
C u W l % ) @ 14* 4 14* 5
C«(BF.4)a 15o5 100 6
00(010,1)2 16*6 18o6
0 0 ( 0 3 0 . 0 %  )a 18* 5 lSo5
mi (OgC. 0^ 3)2 M o 9 p  I 806 M o  a? 16*6
Gï>( 0104)3 l 7 o 2 p  1 6 o 2 1 7 o l p  l B o 2
The remaining thezvnal decomposition products? not 
mentioned In the table above? also gave so1„ution spectra 
which were virtually identical with those obtained from 
the coierespo’nding solution descx^ibed in Chapter I*
(b) Bolutioraa from ^ Dehydration Products.
The solid trifluoroaoetates and tetrafluoroborates ? 
obtaiiied by evaporatioxi of the solvent mixture after 
dehydJxatioB using 2?2 dimethoxy'propane (2p2 D% M.P. ) 
appeared to retain solvated methanol* ■
In many Instmiees? the solid produot d;lsao3.ved in 
ether? hensone and nltromethane 'oraly after prolonged 
shaking* The Goloiiy?B of the solutions were somewhat 
d:lffe:reat from those of the eozu^espozidiBg solutiona 
obtaizzed by me ta the si s* This was reflected in their
visible spectra* A comparison of some of the spectra 
in the regioAi 25? 000 - 10? 000 cm ‘ is given in the tab .le
below* B5axima are quoted in x 10
Oomparlson o f .Spectra of Ether and Eitr©methane
a.* * «. i ttFiS *
CoBiponnd
■F4)s
Go(0aCoCF3 )a 
Mi(BF4)s'
Go GFs )s
Gr(OaG. C %  )s
Co (G3.04)s (X)
Cu(CjL04)aCX)
Ether Ei tromethane
Route
Metathesis. 2,2 D m Metathesis 898 DBIP
I6o5c
200 3? 16* 5? 17, B
•'14o6,
gOoOo SO. 0.
18.6,17.0. 19.3.
16. 7c ' 20. 0.
14.8,18.6. 16. S.
33. 3,17. Ip 18.8.
14.80
18. 8 . 18.6.
14. 5. ' 14. S.
indicates that the solvent mlxtirre was removed by 
fractional evaporation as previously deseribed*
A.ttempts to repeat this procedure using bensene as the 
boilej? liquid were less sucoessfulo.
A precipitate formed In most casQS a:nd any‘colour which 
appeared in the Bupezmatamt. liquid was very weak* It 
may be assumed that addlt:lo?i of heiazene caused preolplt" 
atiOB of the methanoXate complex*
Mtex»native methods for the preparation of solutions 
of transitiojii raetal perchlorates? telfluos^oacetates ax?.d 
t0tz"afliio3?oboràtes startixig from the hydrated compounds 
have been investigatedo This method would be pa>?tioular* 
ly suitable for the trifluoroaoetates since the anhydrous 
compounds caxz he easily obtained in many caBeoo For 
perchlorate and tetrafluorohorate solutions? it has heexz 
established that metathesis is the superior method of 
préparation* Repeated partial evaporation of the 
perchlorate solutions using nit.romethane as solvent met 
with some suceesso Methanol? acetone and excess 2^2 
dimethoxypropane were reduced to negligible proportions 
in four or five evaporations* The distillate at this 
stage showed a single peak on vapoirr-phase chromato- 
graphie ana3,;ysxB* There is no reason why this method 
could not be applied to the preparation of• othez^  strong 
acid salt Bo3aztions in ni tr cm ethane*
1 6 0 0
It would? however? be reaGozzable to suppose,, that 
the existanc© of chloroperehloieatea? ‘^^trifluoroaeetates 
and - tetrafXuoroborates would not have been discovez^ed? 
Jxad the ©rigitnal eoazcept of ©olutilOAi prepai?ation been 
via the hvdrat©*
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Attempts were made to obtain anhydrems compoimds 
,from the aolutlomm ©btatoed by metathesiso As 
mentioned previously in this ohaptez?? the removal 
of organic solvent in contact with perchlormtee is 
a hazardous operation* Evaporation of the solvent 
from perchlorate solutions .was carried out under 
vaeuum using a suitable shield round the sample 
flask* In gezzeral? the solids which resulted were 
not pure although the infra^^red spectra showed a 
broad absorption in the region 1?lOO-lOOGem^^? 
indicating the presence of the perchlorate group* 
Attempts to sublime the solid samples under vacuum 
also met with little sueeesso It is possible that 
the solid perchlorate is solvated and removal of the 
solvent destabilises the compound with subsequent 
dec ompo s11 i on*
With trifluoroaoetateSp evaporation of the solvent 
is a simple task and the operation is without danger*
It has been found possible to isolate both chloro- 
and bistrifluoroacetates of copper (ll) from nltro- 
methane solution* Bis-trifluoroaeetates were also 
obtained for cobalt (ll)? zinc (ll)? manganese (ll)? 
and nickel (ll)? and tris-trifluoz^oacetates for 
chromium (ill) and iron (ill)*
X67o
.toalysia figures for Iron (ll)? titanium (ill) 
and TCnacliiiBi (ill) trifluoroacstates ?/ere poor*
Attempts to purify the solide by reex^ystallisation were 
mieucceasfulc . .
Eo tetrafluoroborat© could be ..isolatsd in a pure 
state from Aiitromethane*  ^ Removal of solvent proceeded 
quit© smoothly until the final stages when decompoeitiom 
occurred* Solids obtained gave poor ^malysi.s results 
indicatixig that considejzabl© decomposition had taken 
place*
3.68*
Blet al ©siâlyses wez’e carried ©ut by noximl analytical 
metlxodSo 
Analz?
fîÊSBs.£,XT,ti^,BMs2a M â f l B m m ç M a i e
This was prepared by removing the solvexxt from 
nitromethane ao lut Ion prepax^ed by metathesiso A pale 
blue-gz^een solid was obt;^ i:aedo This was washed with 
dry petroleum ether and dried at 50® under vacmzBi*
X-x^ay powdez^ photography was used, to show that this 
solid contained no copper (11 ) elilorride axzd was therefore 
not simp3.y a 1:1 mixture of copper (ll) chloride and 
copper (ll) ’bistrifluoroaeetateo
Calcul at ed for Gu{ Cl ) Oa G* 0 %  Gu : 50* 0% GX : IB* 7% 
Found Gu: 50*6%? Ci:I6o6%*
GpJ>per.ll3j„„.M0trl:ei
Addition of the oaleulated weight ©f silver 
trifXuoroacetata dissolved in nitromethane? to the 
solution first prepared by metathesis?precipitated ' 
silver chloride* HemovaJ, of the solvent and washing 
as before gave a blue-green compound*
Calculated for Gu(0^iG* GPg )a Gu : 21* 9%
Cu :.21* 7 % «
lM)o
.toalyals ot the solid samples obtained from cobalt 
(ll) and nickel (1 1 ) solutions as first prepared showed 
that complete conversion to the chloro-trifluoroacetate ’ 
had not occurred* The chloride analysis oorresponded 
to 70% and 85% ehloro-compound present foz^  cobalt and 
nickel reapectivelyo
Cobalt [ll ) biatrif3,uor©acetate
This was obta:med as for copper (ll) blBtrlfluoroacetate, 
(Quantitative conversion by silver trlfluoroacetate to 
the bl8-compound gave a mauve coloured solid*
Galculated for Co(OsC« OP5 )a Go: 20*7%
Found Go : 20* 5%
T ills  was olbtaljied as f o r  the c o h a lt  ( l l )  compomû.
A green solid was obtained*
Calctiîateû for Wl(OeG. GPs )g His 20.6^
Foimd Hi s 30. S^.
MaM^a.aesAj.ll).„hia:feiglu
The solution was slightly coloured brown when obtained 
by metathesis* The solid obtained on evaporation was 
v/ashed with ûrx petroleum ether and the residue 
recrystalXised from petroleum ethezVnitromethane mixtizreo
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The white crystals obtained were dried mider vaeiium 
at 65®Gc
Calculated for Mzi(0^ C^* 0 %  )c Mn : 19*6%
Found Mn s 19o 7%«
2âas.J21lJ.l§i£iSj,MSM§MM
This was prepared by removing nitromethane and washing 
with pet%»o3,eum ether as previously descrlbed*
Calculated fox' ^ n(OaG* CPs )s %n : 22,4%
Found 5n : 2B, 0%o
On evaporation of the red solution obtained in nltro- 
methane? deep red crystals of this coapomid were 
obtained*
Calculated for FeCOaCoGFsX^ Fé : 14* 1%
Found Fe : 14* 5%*
Chliomiurn (.111.) tristrifluox’oaeetate
Dark green crystals were obtained by evaporation and
washing as befoz^e*
Calculated fox' GrCOaCo GF;s Gr s IS* S%
Found Gr s I3o 5%*
Px^Gpax^atlon of hydrated perchlox^atea? 
trlfluoroae&tates and perchlorates, 
and anhydrous trIfluoroaeetatee* .
The. gmxeral method of preparation of the hy dilates 
is well 0 6tab11she do A slight excess of metal oxide? 
hyd3?oxlde or carbonate was added to the appropriate 
acid diluted with a little water* (Availability 
dictated the form of the metal compound used*) The 
solutions were reduced to low bulk and the eryfôtallizxe 
hydz'ates obtained were recrystallised from water*
The hydrated perchlorates ? tetrafluoroborates and 
trifluoroacetates of cobalt (ll)? copper (ll)? nickel (ll)? 
mangmese (ll)? chromium (ill) and iron (ill) were pre­
pared In this way*
Vacuum treatment over phosphorus pentoxide for 
four days converted all of the trifluoroacetatas except 
iron (ill) trifluoroacetate from the hydrate to the 
anhydrous compounds All other hydrates were dried by 
similar methodfs* 
hialyBCB
(a) ESSSMozaSsâ
The hydrated perchlorates? prepared from aqueous 
solution? analysed to M(H2 0 )q(GIO4 where x - 2*
A Vrsa
Mien X had a value of 3? as in the Iron (ill) and 
ohromium (ill) compoimde? decaliydratea were formedc
Blue crystalBo
Galeiilated for C\t(H2 0)G (GIO4 )s Cu s 17*2% 
Found Gu : 16* 7%o
Cgb^alt„( 1 8,p©rchlorate hexMiydrate
Red crystals*
Calculated fop Go(HaO)(^ (GIO4 )fi Co : 16* 1% 
Found Go : I60
G’X^ een crystals*
Calculated ton cWi(HaO){3(GIO4 )a Mi : 16* 1%
Fozm-d Ml : ISo 7%*
Light pink cpyBtals*
Calculated fop to(HaO)©(GIO4 )a Mn : 15* 1%
Found Mn : 15o 2%o
Chromlum_i.l],lj_^ .t32lGpePchlppat© decahydrate
Green crystals*
Calculated for Gr(0 1 0 4 )3 .10 % 0  Gp : lSul% 
Found Gr : 11* 4%*
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Lemon ex^yetalSo
Calcula ted for olO E^O F© : 12* 8%
Foiuza Fe s 12o0%o
(b) Tetrafluor^grates
The hydrated tetrafluoroboratee analysed to 
E>P^
M(%0)a (6ürO^ )^  ^where x - 8 or 3*
Blue cryetalB*
Calculated ton CuCHsO)© (BF^)^ Ou : 16* 4%
Found Cm s 18* 0%*
tetrgfluqr^^ . hexahydrate
Red erystalB*
Calculated fox^  Go (HaO)^ (BF^k Go : 17* S%
Found Go : 17© 0%o
K
lleKel (ll) blRiteiæaglaoroboz'ate faabydgata 
Gi»e8m <5S»5rstalBo
Calculated for Ei(KgO)g (BF,})a M i s 17c2ja
WovMÜ 11 ; l6o 8 K
ISéc
Off'^White cîrjstalso
GalculatefI S'Oï». lfe(HjjO)o (B?4.)a Me  s 16= 
B'oïSEd Un 8 16,0?5,
Green Bolid*>
Calculated for Cr(HaO)© Gr : 1 2 o é %
Fomicl Gr : IBoO^c
Lemon oz^ /^etalBo
GalcuJated for Fe{HaO)e (BF^.)^ Fe : 18o .
Pound Pe s l!0o
With the CTceptiou of the iron (ill) compouBd^ 
all trif luoroacetateB could he prepared in the anhydj?ou8
forfiio
fiORP^ÆJLUJLJLAM£A£3Jigggfii^^
Pal© blue-green solido
Galcixlated for Gu(OaGo OP3 )çï O u  : Bio 9^
Pound Gu : BOo 9%o
Mauve solido
Calculated for OoCOaGoGF^)^ Go : 20o?^
Foimd Co : SQo 1%.
Mlekel ( 11 j Jd:1 B t v l t liio.roaeetate (.ânhydrous)
Light greem powderc
Calculated for Ml(OaC, G %  )s M  : 20o 6%
Foimd W1 : BOo l^ o.
White powder^
Calculated for MnCo^ gOo CFs )a Mn : 19o6%
Foimd Mn : 18o 9%o
Dark green solids
Calculated for Gr(OsGe GF^ )s Or : m  Sÿ?
Found Cr : 12o B%o
Iron (ill), trlstrlfluproaeetata (îij/drated)
Brown solido
Inalgrsed to Fe (0j?0pGB^ 3)s 8* 8 Ha Go
The hydrated forms were prepared from the 
anhydrous ooaipoimds hy allowing to stand in moist air« 
In calculating the mass of dimetho.i£ypropane to he used
ass a  c la h y d ra t ln g  a g e n ts  i t  was assum ed t h a t  h e z a -  
h y d r a te s  h a d  b e e n  fo rm e d  i n  a l l  caseso
( 2 ) Dehy d r  a t  i  on 4 b
( a )  ^ e x ’m a l^ B e c o m p o s :ltip n
The th e r m a l  d e h y d r a t io n  o f  th e  h y d ra te ©  was 
c a r r i e d  o u t  on a S ta n to n . T h e rm o g ra v im e tr ic  B a la n c e  
w o rk in g  a t  a  c h a r t  s p e e d  of 6 i m / h r ^  Sam ple w e ig h ts  
v a r ie d  fro m  O d  ^ 0o l5g o  and th e  te m p e r a tu re  in c r e a s e  
rate was ‘^’==^S®G/mino
E ach sam p le  was f i r s t  t e s t e d  to  d e s t r u c t io n o  Tne 
g ra p h  o b ta in e d  was then..- e x a m in e d  f o r  i n f l e c t i o n s  
r e l a t e d  to  p a r t i a l  o r  t o t a l  re m o v a l o f  w a te ro  A 
seco n d  sa m p le  was th e n  h e a te d  t o  th e  te m p e r a tu re  
c o r re s p o n d in g  t o  th e  p o in t  o f  l Â i f l e c t io n  and  t h a t  
te m p e r a tu re  h e ld  c o n s ta n t  i m t l l  d e c o m p o s it io n  wae 
c o m p le t00 The sam p le  was p la c e d  o v e r  p h o s p h o ru s  
p e n to x ld e  i n  a d e s ic c a t o r  w h ic h  was th e n  e v a c u a te d ^
E ach  sam p le  so t r e a t e d  was e x a m in e d  f o r  r e s id u a l  
c o - o r d in a t e d  w a te r  b y  means o f  i t s  i n f r a - r e d  spectrum ^
(t>) B # M 2 a : h W i_M_&_8._Dimethm%fDPO'PaE@
S in c e  th e  r e a c t i o n  of t h i s  r e a g e n t  w i t h  w a te r  i e  
s l i g h t l y  e n d o th e rm ie ?  a l l  d e h y d r a t io n s  w e re  c a r r i e d  o u t  
a t  SO'^Co
16^0
Ân excess (SS?o) of the dehydrating agent w m  
added to the hydrate and the mixture shaken for two 
honrso At the end of this time? the solvent mixture 
was removed mider vacuum from the trifluoroaeetates and 
tetrafluoroborateso
Dry nitromethane was added to the perchlorate 
BampleBo Approximately half of the total solvent 
was removed by vacuum distillation and more dry nitro- 
methane added® This was repeated mrhil vapour-phase 
chromatography showed a single peak corresponding to 
pur© solvexito
168,
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Reactions of some Group Fb trlhalldos
The chemistry of the Group Vb eleraenta? arsenic ? 
antimony end bimauth is indicativ© of the IncroGise in 
metallic character with increasing atomic weightc The 
trihalides of arsenic and? with the exception of the
fluoride?of antimony? are covalento This is confirmed
by the low condue11vi11@s of these compounds in the 
liquid phase® Of the bismuth trlhalldeg? only the 
trifluoride is a salt? the remainder’ being of an
intermediate nature® The chemistry of Group Vb
halides has recently been reviewed (iSO)®
The aqueous chemistry of these elements is domin­
ated by the relative ease of hydrolysis of the ions and 
by the stability of ions of the type MO' which résulte 
Some evidence for the existance of can be d%'a%m 
from the fact that antimony and bismuth can be pre­
cipitated from strong acid solution by hydrogen sulphide® 
f/hile ar*©enic (ill) sulphide can be precipitated in the 
same way? the element? in general? show© little tendency 
to exist as the Vivaient cation?
Antimony and bismuth form definite salt© (SS) 
especially with strong oxy-aeids? the tendency 
increasing from antimony to biamutho
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These oxy-salts are stable to hydroXysiB in strong 
acid solution but convert to the form in weak aoide 
or water®
In anhydrous non^aqueous solvent©? the problem of 
hydrolysis Is overcome and stable complexes can he 
formed® Schmidt ( I8 9 ) prepared dilute solution© of 
antimony (ill) and bismuth (ill) nitrates in aceto- 
nitrile by electrolysis of allvei^  nitrate solution© 
using the appropriate metal as the anode® By a similar 
method? the same author prepared solutions of the per­
chlorates of the above elements using silver perchlorate 
as the electrolyte® Ho mention is made of any attempt 
to obtain pure solid samples of these oxy-salte® A 
complex bismuth perchlorate with dioxane? corresponding 
to the formula BiCciO^ .^)^  5® 5  ^has been isolated
from a solution of Bi^O^ in 56/S perchloric acid and 
dioxane (140)®
An interesting reaction takes place when bismuth 
metal Is heated with perchloric . ecld (l4l)o A brown 
coating appears on the surface of the metal® Om 
removing from the acid and heating further? an explosion 
occurs leaving a clean but pitted surface® It is 
recognised that this is a surface phenomenon but its 
nature is ^known®
1T0<
The peatahydrate? Bl(G1 0 4  )s ® BI&O can be prepared by 
treating BiaOs with 70% perchloric acid and is very 
BsnsitiTC to moisture ( 142)®
Ge^ dy and Fuji oka {148) reported the preparation 
of arsenyltrifluoroaoetate [AaOCOaOoOF®)]? antimony 
(ill) and bismuth (ill) tpifluoroacetates using the 
action of a mixture of trifluoroacetic acid and anhydride 
on the oxide® The anhydride is used to absorb water 
produced in the reaction® By removing the solvent? 
the anhydrous trifluoroacetates could be preparedo 
When these trifluoroacetates were treated with perchloric 
acid? partial conversion to the perchlorate was observed 
in the antimony and bismuth compoundso The arsenyl
compound? on reaction with perchloric acid? gave an 
unidentified colloidal preclpitate®
Very recently? the preparation of arsenic trl- 
fluoz^oacetate has been reported (l44)o The method 
used was similar to that described above® Areenious 
oxide was treated with excess trifluoroacetic anhydride 
in a sealed tube at room temperature for five days®
Oh breaking the seal and pumping off excess asüiydride?
a white hygroscopic compound wae obtained® This 
compound sublimed readilyo
Little mention is made in the literature of 
tetrafliioroboratee of areenie? antimony or bismuth 
In the trivalent state® It might be expected that 
bismuth (3-11) would be the moat likely to form a 
tetraflnôï»oborat©o The tetz'-aphanyl  ^ salt©
©an be obtained for arsenic and antimony by reacting 
diphenyliodonium tetrafluoroborate with triphenyl ersine 
or triphenyl stibine respectively (l4©)o
Complexe© In ^?hioh arsenic? antimony and bismuth 
act as acceptors? electrons being donated by the 
completing agent? are well'^known® The trihalidee 
dissolve in ether? presumably with the formation of 
compounds of the formula
^  0 -> MXa
Only a small number of compound© of this type are 
known for arsenic® Pet^old (146) obtained salts of 
organic bases of the type RgHHa (AaCl^ ) ? (RsBI^ g; )^  (AaBrc )o 
Arsenic trichloride -pyridine complexes have been known 
for some time (l4?)o
These have compositions corresponding to the 
formulae BAsGls® GsHaH? AsOls® G5E5N and AeGls® BCgHgWo 
Similar stoichiometries are found in the oorresponding 
bromide and iodide®
In antimony? more numerous exwipies of acceptor 
complexes are fomd® In addition to the ether and 
pyridine complexes? addition compounds with aromatic 
hydrocarbons have been reported ( 86)® Thu© bensenap 
toluene and mesitylene form 1:2 or 1:1 complexes 
preetimably by donation of their w electrons to the 
antimosiyo The etructures of these complexes are not 
known, Ammine (14B) ? aniline and quinoline (149) 
complexes of antimony trlhalides have also been reported® 
Many bismuth complexes with donating species are 
known® Tertiary amine©? aniline and ether complexes 
have been reported by various authorso In addition? 
bismuth (and antiBiony) form very stable chelate ’ato^ 
complexes® The chelation is demonstrated by the 
stability to hydrolysis of such complexes compared with 
the simple salts® Compounds of the formulae M[Sb(OX)aI? 
M[Bi(OX)a]? M[8b(B04 )s: ] and M[Bi(S0 4 )aI are largely 
unaffected by moisture or dilution®
In the present work? attempts have been made to 
prepare anhydrous perchlorates? trifluoroacetatea and 
tetrafluoroboratee of trivaient arsenic? antimony and 
bismuth® The method used was metathesis involving 
stoiehiometric quantities of the anhydrous bromide of 
the Group Vb element and the anhydrous silver salt of 
the strong acid®
The amhydroue aolvents used ether and nitro-
methane® Without exception quantitative yields of 
silver bromide were recovered®
Attempts to prepare anhydrous tetrafluoroborates 
cozu’^esponding to the formula MSfe (where % is the strong 
acid anion) by removal of solvent were large3y un- 
BUceessfulo Vacuum distillatioxî of ether or 
methane from tetrafluor©borate solutions produced no 
solid until most of the solvent had been removed® At 
this stage? the solution darkened in colour and further 
evaporation yielded unidentified ©olids® Th.e dark 
residue did? however? ©how a broad, absorption in the 
region 1100-1000 om*"^  which may be attributed to the
group®
Some ©uecess was encountered with the trifluoro^^^ 
acetates® The residue on evaporation was heated in a 
sublimation apparatus and sublimates obtained in all 
three oases® The solids were extremely hygroscopic 
and this made analyses difficult® The infra-red spectra 
of these solid© in the region 1800-650 mre listed
in the table below:
1 %
Ixifra-Red Speo'fem ot WFlflWoroaoetatG
f .1 '=*z.-s gT3JT« JTTT giT7l n ■>* ?
As Sb
1748 (s) 1739 (s) 1661 (s)
ÎSSS (b) ISSO (b) 1818 <b)
1163 (b) 1170 (b) 1163 (a)
850 (s) 066 (s) 868 (s)
797 ie) 800 (a) 800 (a)
733 (s) 787 (s) 788 (®)
Wïlile no analytical data la available? it 1b 
suggested that these sublimates are the trls^^trl- 
fluoroacetateso The arsenic compound resembles 
eloeely? in physical properties? the white solid 
described by Imeleus and Dimn (144)®
Removal of organic solvent© from perchlorate 
solutions by distillation was not attempted® The 
ethereal solution obtained after filtration to remove 
silver bromide was added to a large volume ©f dry 
petroleum ether® % i t e  solid© precipitated in all 
three cases® The Piothar liquor was removed by 
décantation? the residue washed several time© with 
petroleum ether and dried by pumping®.
.Analysis figures were not satlsfeotory and did not 
eorresponcL to the formula iKoiO^)©® The white residues 
obtained on preeipltatlom did not redissolve complet#.y 
In ether® The Infra^^red spectra showed a strong 
absorption Im the region 1100^1000 indicating the
presence of the group® It may be reasoned
from the above observations that? at some stage in the 
Isolation of the solids? the relative stability of the 
MO*^  Ion results in partial decomposition of th© 
perchlorate ?If formed® The removal of the solvating 
molecule would destabilise the compound and could lead 
to some decomposition®
Preparation and Infra-z^ed Spectra of
___________
In view of the fact that efforts to prepare the 
simple Btvong acid salts of arsenic? antimony and bismuth 
were unrewarding^ it was reasoned' that ©tabillsation of 
the molecules by the formation of acceptor complexes 
might lead to compounds which could b© IsoMtedo 
Pyridine was dioaen as the donor molecule stoce pyridine- 
halide complexes of the above elements were well-kmowm 
Solutions of the salts were prepared in ether as previous' 
ly described® Dry pyridine was added dropwi©© until a 
precipitate formed®
I QH
Pyridine complexes of all three elementm were obtaisiable 
using the perchlorate and trifluoz^oaeetate tetra- 
fluoroborate solution©® Analyses for.tîie pereîilomte 
and tetrafluoroborate complexes oonformed to the general 
formula where X is the strong acid anion®
Asxalytioal values for the trIfluor.oaeetateg were poor®
It may be Inferred that eimllar compounds to those 
mentlQsied above have been prepared but analyals figures 
do not confirm this®
% e  Infra-red spectra of the pyridine-trihaXide 
■complexes of arsexxlc? antimony and bismuth have been 
reported by Watari and ICinumakl (iBO)® Change© in the 
positions of some of the bands? when comparing the 
spectrum of co-ordinated pyridine and the free base? 
are listed® The results obtained are similar to 
those of Gill et al (151)? who recorded the spectra of 
a number of pyridine complexes and concluded that the 
major changes which occur on eomplexing are:^
Pyridine (free) Pyridine (complex)
(i) 1678 om"'^  1600 om"^
(11) - 1260 cm”^ (w )
(ill) 601 cm”^ 625 e®”^
(1t ) 403 420 ssZ^o
t \  ^ -3
(i) A (m " appear© Im the p^^rldlme-per
chlorate© end tetrafluoroborates of all three ©laments 
Because of the GOO*"" asymmetrical stretch in the trl-^  
fluèrosioetateB? it 1© not possible to observe tlilB band® 
(11) All the pyridine eoBiplexes show a weak band
{iii)(lv) The band^ 625 em^ 1© present in the spectra
*=5*1
Of all the pyridine complex©©® The band at ^  480cm"'" 
is not well defined probably because it appears at the 
extreme end of the frequency ©cale examined (4000 - 
4OO0m'"^)o
In all three trifluoroaeetate©? a band du© to the 
asymmetrical ©tz^etch of the carboxyl group is observed® 
The position© of the peaks are given in the following 
table:
! V a s  (g o o")
i) ., , -  - ................._____ ___-.
As
8b
Bi
1666 cm ^ 
1675 era"^' 
1680 ca"^
Gomplexed pyridine shows three abaorptione^lBTOp 1480 
and 1440 cm"" <? The presence of the©© three band© maka 
it difficult to select or assign the basid due to the
lY8o
GOO" atretohlng vlbrati021 ^/hleh al^ouXd
"3
OGcur'^3-450cm''‘ o The three l^ axidBp d©sor:U5ed in Chapter 
Ilf, appearing in all triflnoroacetatess are positioned 
at the following frequeneieSd
0“G stx°o 8gm GFa defer
.0
0 0 def «
ÂS 887 801 7SS
% QSS 800 7S0
Bi 836 80S 7SS
All fignres in em
These hands are similar to the corresponding hands 
obtained with the alkali metal trifluoroaeetates 
described in Chapter IÏ0 
(■*3) P@.RRbl.omt@m_m%a_Tetm:eimrpbqmt@8
The bands observed due to these asiioxis are 
s^mmetrlcalo Borne shoulders appear on the low 
freq.ueno3,«^ side but these majr be attributed to vibrations 
of the pyridlneo The following table shows the bands 
obtainedo
Anion Perchlorate Tetrafluorob orate
Element ■^3 %
Ab 1080 (hr) 626 (ms) 1050 (br) 520 (m)
8b 1080 (hr) 688 (ms) 1055 (bs>) 520 (ra)
Bi lose (br) 688 (me) 1100=
1080 (v.teo)
520 (ra)
âll figures In cm"" o
The shape of the peaks obtained from the perchlorate 
and tetrafluoroborate groups indicate that these are 
ionic in natureo
180.
EXPERÏtOTSM,VfArEAfSWMV; BfCM-eJyC,*J
Preparation of solutions p .filtrations and mulling 
for infra-ped exemlmatlon of solids were carried out In 
the dry-bo%o Ether and nitromethane were dried a© 
previously describedo Pyridisie was dried over molecular 
sieves and distilled on t© moleeulmr BieveSo Anhydrous 
silver perchloratep trlfluoroaeetmte and tetrafluor©« 
borate were prepared as described in Chapter 1ù
Arsenicp antimoiw and bismuth tribromides were 
prepared by standard literature methods (l8S) and further 
purified by vacuum distillâtiouo
Calculated for AsBrs : Br s ?6o B%
Wound Br : 76<,
Ap/timonv Tribromide
Calculated for 8bBra : Br s 660
Pound Br t 600 TK
Tri.br omi d©
Calculated for BiBrs : Br s 8804^
Found Br s 5So 0%c
.m.
The solutions of arseniop amtlmoziy and bismuth 
perchlorate g t %= If luer o ae e t a t e and tetpafluoroborat© were 
prepared by reaeting oaleuXated qûamtltlee of silver 
salt with the trlbromlde dissolved In ether or mitre- 
methameo % e  precipitate of silver bromide warn 
filtered off amd weighed in order to determine the extent 
to which reaction had ©oeurredo In all ©aeea the 
yield was -(luamtiitativeo
Dry pyridine was added slowly to the ether solutions 
deaoribed above^ The pyridine complex which precipi­
tated out wa® washed with dry petroleum ether and dried 
by pumping over phosphorus pentoxidoo
Calculated values are based on a general formula 
SUgo^OsBsB (Gs caleulated'p F s found)o
lo
PeroM-orate 'J?®teaf‘luoï*obopat©
%] %E %C %E f<M
C S9, S 8. B 6.9 G SI. 5 8.0 7.8
F 88. © S. 9 6.1 F 89. 7 8.8 7.0
1©E
2o .àmtlmomy
Perchlorate Tetrafliioroborat©
% 0 A % G A  % E
C 87.4 8.8 6o 4 C 29o l 8 . 4  6.8
F 8 0 . 0 2o 4 Bo 9 F 8 7 . 0 8. 7  e .0
Bo
Perchlorate 5?et3?aflm©x»0b©s»afi©
.f<a % E jsc % E ?S5
0 8 4 .  8 8.0 So 6 G 8 3 .  8 8.  X Qo9
w 86.  © 8 . 9 4. © F S S p S 8 . 7 S .  8
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